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I N S I D E

By Amaris Cole

ANGLICAN MAINSTREAM
has announced their ‘grateful-
ness’ that the founding minister
of Christ Church Walkley,
Sheffield, has been ordained as
a deacon in the Anglican
Church of Kenya.

The church was formed as
part of the Fresh Expressions
movement 10 years ago, but the
Diocese and church plant dis-
tanced themselves from one
another later, meaning Pete
Jackson, who was an associate
minister at the parent church,
Christ Church Central, was not
eligible for a Church of England
ordination.

“Although recommended by
the Reform Panel of Reference
and trained at Oakhill Theologi-
cal College, Pete had not been
ordained since Christ Church
Central was not part of Sheffield
Diocese. Concern that his min-
istry and that of the new church
should be appropriately recog-
nised led us to consult the lead-
ership of the Anglican Mission
in England (AMiE), who subse-
quently wrote to the GAFCON
Primates’ Council with a request
that they should facilitate Pete’s
ordination,” a press release dis-
tributed by Anglican Main-
stream but written by Christ
Church Central’s Senior Minis-
ter, Tim Davies, stated.

Tim Davies said: “We are
immensely grateful for the lead-
ership of the Archbishop of
Kenya, Eliud Wabukala, as
chairman of the GAFCON Pri-
mates’ Council, and to the Bish-
op of Kitui, Josephat Mule, who
ordained Pete as a deacon in the
Anglican Church of Kenya on
Saturday 9 February.”

The minister adds that this
move is an expression of Gospel
partnership between the
churches in Sheffield and
Kenya. 

A spokesperson for the Dio-
cese of Sheffield said: “We are
still clarifying what happened
and once we have the full pic-
ture we will be able to reflect on
this development further.”

In 2011, Lambeth Palace con-
demned a similar announce-
ment that Anglican Mainstream
had enabled the ordination of
three ministers from South-
wark.

This was described as a
‘game-changer’.

In this case, it was thought the
parish disagreed with the stance

of the Bishop of Southwark, but
as the Bishop of Sheffield, the Rt
Rev Steven Croft, is evangelical, it
is unclear as yet why such a deci-
sion to send Tim Jackson to
Kenya was made.

Many within the Church of
England are viewing this
African ordination as highly
controversial, believing it goes
outside of the Canons of the
Church of England.

The ‘ecclesiastical commenta-
tor’ the Rev Peter Ould com-
mented on Twitter that he found
the issue ‘disturbing’, while oth-
ers suggested this may be the
first area of concern for the
newly appointed Director of
Reconciliation at Lambeth
Palace, Canon David Porter. 

BUCKINGHAM PALACE has
announced that The Queen has
appointed the Bishop of Worcester, the
Rt Rev John Inge to be the Lord High
Almoner in succession to the Bishop of
Manchester, who retired from the post
last month.

Traditionally a diocesan bishop of the
Church of England, the post of Lord
High Almoner was created in 1103 as a
position within the Royal Household
responsible for the distribution of alms
to the poor. In the first few hundred
years of the post, the Lord High
Almoner was responsible for scattering
two penny coins to crowds greeting the
monarch and to distribute food to the
poor from the King’s table.

In the modern era the post is now
responsible for the organization of the
Royal Maundy Service where pension-
ers are recognized for their service to
the church and the community.

Assisted by the Sub-Almoner, who
also holds the posts of Deputy Clerk of
the Closet, Sub-dean of the Chapel
Royal and Domestic Chaplain at Buck-
ingham Palace, the Lord High Almoner
attends the sovereign at the Royal
Maundy Service, held the day before
Good Friday on Maundy Thursday.

The service had been held in London
until 1957 when it was held at St
Alban’s Cathedral. Since that time the
service has been held at Anglican
Cathedrals in England, Northern Ire-
land and Wales. Pensioners are select-
ed by the Lord High Almoner upon
nomination of their diocese to receive
Maundy money – specially minted
coins – to mark the ceremony.

At the 2012 service held at York Min-
ister, two purses of “Maundy mone”‘
were given to 86 men and 86 women – a
white purse containing 86p in Maundy
coins and a red purse containing £5
coin and 50p piece – the number of
recipients is dictated by the age of the
Sovereign.

A one-time chaplain at the Harrow
School, Dr Inge served as the vicar of
an inner-city parish on Tyneside before
his appointment as Bishop of Hunting-
don in 2003 and in 2008 he was translat-
ed to Worcester.

Ancient role
for Bishop of
Worcester

Kenya ordination for
Sheffield pastor



CANON DAVID PORTER, Director for Reconciliation at Coven-
try Cathedral, has been seconded to the staff of Lambeth Palace to
work part time on the Archbishop of Canterbury’s staff as Direc-
tor for Reconciliation.

Canon Porter has been working to facilitate discussion between
different sides in the debate over women priests. His new post will
involve a focus on violent conflict around the world as well as on
divisions within the Anglican Communion and the Church of Eng-
land.

This is one of the first senior appointments announced by the
new Archbishop and it provides an important clue about what he
sees as his priorities. Reconciliation has been an important ele-
ment in Archbishop Welby’s past ministry. He has been involved
in dangerous negotiations to end kidnappings in Nigeria that have
been a problem for the oil industry in the South of the country.

Canon Porter worked to bring reconciliation in Northern Ire-

land before he moved to his present post at Coventry. From 2007
to 2011 he was a member of the Northern Ireland Community
Relations Council. He helped produce a report setting out how to
deal with past troubles in N Ireland.

Commenting on his new position he said: “How we live with our
deepest differences both within the Church and our increasingly
fractured world, is one of the major challenges to the credibility of
Christianity as good news.”

Speaking about the appointment, the Archbishop said: “Conflict
is an ever-present reality both in the Church and wider society.
Christians have been at the centre of reconciliation throughout
history. 

“We may not always have handled our own conflicts wisely, but
it is essential that we work towards demonstrating ways of reduc-
ing conflict in our world – and also setting an example of how to
manage conflict within the Church.”
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Salisbury: The Bishop of Kajo-Keji in Sudan was inter-
viewed on his recent travels, growth of churches, and reli-
gious challenges by the Bishop of Sherborne during a
sabbatical in Salisbury. The interview of Anthony Poggo,
conducted by Dr Graham Kings, marks part of the 40-year
anniversary of the Salisbury-Sudan Link. When asked
about his work and the rewards, Bishop Poggo enthusias-
tically responded: “It’s encouraging to see the growth of
the Church. Most times when I undertake confirmation
services, there are at least 100 candidates!”

Southwark: On Thursday 14 February, the Dean and
Chapter of Southwark Cathedral took a central role at the
official reopening of Borough Market. Reopened by Their
Royal Highnesses, the Prince of Wales and the Duchess of
Cornwall, the market is right next to the Cathedral. Dur-
ing a short service the Dean of Southwark, the Very Rev
Andrew Nunn, said that the Market had been at the heart
of Southwark and London’s community for hundreds of
years, living alongside the Cathedral and the ever-chang-
ing landscape of the Borough. Then he and the Canon Pre-
centor, Canon Gilly Myers, prayed the specially written
blessing for the market and all the people who make it the

‘colourful, diverse and exciting place that it is’. After the
blessing His Royal Highness rang the new market bell,
cast in the Whitechapel Bell Foundry, for the first time.
The bell will be rung at the start of every market day to
signify the start of the day’s trading.

Stafford: After the release of the Francis Report into Mid
Staffordshire NHS Foundation, the Bishop of Lichfield and
the Bishop of Stafford issued their response. The Rt Rev
Jonathan Gledhill, of Lichfield, noted the difficulty and
work that need to be done, “Our first obligation is to make
sure that the chief recommendations of the Francis Report
are carried out so that people will not be afraid to go to
their local hospital. The NHS was built on a foundation of
Christian values so that every individual is of infinite value,
whether rich or poor. This Christian basis has been weak-
ened in recent years and covering the bottom line has
become all important.” The Rt Rev Geoff Annas, of
Stafford, expressed condolences for the families: “We
must remember that behind the horrific events catalogued
in the Francis report lies the experiences of thousands of
people in our county (and, it now seems, across the coun-
try) who have been affected. No Report or Plan or Direc-

tive can ever bring back loved ones who suffered and
died… I hope the future sees a return to patient-centred
management that puts caring for people and enabling staff
to raise concerns above administration.”

Wakefield: The Bishop of Pontefract, the Rt Rev Tony
Robinson, led prayers for the building of friendships
between communities and “the strength to resist extrem-
ism and hatred” on Ash Wednesday. Bishop Robinson,
local students, and senior West Yorkshire church leaders
“braved” the snowfall in hopes of reconciliation outside of
Dewsbury Town Hall. During the day of repentance, Bish-
op Robinson continued in prayer with senior Catholic lead-
ers, other Anglican and Lutheran bishops, with Methodist,
United Reformed, Salvation Army and Moravian leaders
and a Quaker representative. Bishop Robinson, chair of
West Yorkshire Ecumenical Council, said: “We pray for all
people of goodwill who encourage mutual respect, who
value the dignity of every person, who build bonds of com-
munity and peace; that their example may encourage all
citizens to do the same.” Local church ministers followed
the prayer by announcing their own “act of commitment to
the town.”
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By Amaris Cole

FOR THOSE who still
have no given up or
taken up something
during this Lenten peri-
od, Mission Without
Borders are hoping
their Loose Change
Chicken Challenge will
interest. 

The UK charity is
offering deprived fami-
lies in Eastern Europe’s
poorest countries chick-
ens to help them move
to a sustainable life and
out of poverty. 

It costs £40 to provide
a poor family a batch of
10 chicks, which
inspired MWB to sug-
gest supporters collect
coins throughout Lent.

MWB’s UK Director,

David Hardisty
explains: “Most (fami-
lies) are so deep in
poverty that they strug-
gle to grow enough food
for themselves. We pro-
vide families with train-
ing to breed chickens,
then we supply the
chickens, and follow-up
with regular mentoring
and support. 

“MWB’s Loose
Change Chicken Chal-
lenge is a simple, fun
way for us all to provide
a family with a batch of
chickens, essential food
and a route to self-suffi-
ciency.”

A Chicken Challenge
box, and more informa-
tion about the campaign
can be found at
www.mwb.org.lccc
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THERE IS LIGHT at the end of the tunnel in the Church of
England’s long campaign to defeat metal thieves who have
targeted not only church-
es and historic buildings
but railways and even
statues in public parks.

The Scrap Metal Deal-
ers Bill has cleared its last
legislative hurdle in the
House of Lords and gone
forward to receive the
Royal Assent.

In March 2011, a report
to the Home Office from
the Church Buildings
Council called for a new
regulation of scrap yards
to take away the incentive
for metal theft. Under the
new regulations, there
will be a licensing system,
a national register of
scrap yards and compul-
sory taking of identifica-
tion at the point of sale. 

The Police will have
powers of entry to

enforce the new regulations and to close yards where ille-
gal activity is suspected.

Former Minister visits Leeds charity
Hilary Benn MP, Shadow Secretary of State for Commu-
nities and Local Government, visited St George’s Crypt
in Leeds on 15 February, to be updated on how the
Crypt is coping with the recent severe weather.

Mr Benn, who is MP for Leeds Central, is a keen sup-
porter of the Crypt and has kept up to date with its work
throughout his time as a serving MP.

The Crypt’s PR and Fundraising Director, Martin Pat-
terson, said: “We are very grateful to our constituency
MP, Hilary Benn, who has been a constant supporter
and champion of the Crypt throughout all his time as
our MP. It will be excellent to meet him again to brief
him on the increase in demand for our services in
recent months.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

� A ‘who, what, where’ of the
Bible has been released for
Kindle download by Chas Bay-
field, called The Vible. “I don’t
think there are that many pop-
ulist, non-religious, non-
preachy books about the Bible,
so hopefully it will be quite a
refreshing read,” the author
says. To download the book,
visit  http://amzn.to/11Txu0Y. 
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Christian Con-
cern held a prayer
gathering outside
the Houses of Par-
liament on the
evening of 15 Feb-
ruary for ‘politi-
cians to see people
actively supporting
marriage’. 

Archbishop ‘appalled’
by abuse failings

On 2 April, six intrepid explorers will take part in a
marathon coast-to-coast expedition across England and
back again to raise funds for new projects taking care of
some of India’s most vulnerable children.

Steve Haskett and his 13-year-old son Owen will leave
the North Sea coast at Tynemouth, just outside Newcas-
tle, to make the 90-mile journey on foot to the Irish Sea
coast at Bowness-on-Solway, along Hadrian’s Wall path.
They will be unsupported, carrying all supplies including
tent and sleeping bags, taking seven days. 

Then Steve will cycle 30 miles south to Workington
where he will be joined by friends Peter and Linda
Tomkinson and Peter and Ellie Martin, who will join him
for the 140-mile journey by bike back to Tynemouth,
arriving back at Tynemouth on Friday 12 April.

This venture will raise money for the work of Life Asso-
ciation, the charity run by Message Trust co-founder
Simon Hawthorne. 
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The President of the governing body of football,
FIFA, visited Mercy Ships volunteers and patients
on a personal trip aboard Africa Mercy, the
world’s largest charity hospital ship to witness its
life-transforming work.

Sepp Blatter was in Conakry, Guinea on the sec-
ond stop of his four-nation African tour. “I was not
only deeply impressed, but also touched by the
care Mercy Ships is giving these poor people and
how well you are organized. I am touched by the
hope and courage given to those you are serving,”
President Blatter remarked.

The Bishop of Southwell & Nottingham and his wife
Rosemary joined the Chief Executive of Nottingham &
Nottinghamshire Age UK, Mick Tinkler, at a special
Valentine’s Day lunch for older people at St Wilfrid’s
Church Calverton on Thursday, 14 February. 

The lunch was a double celebration – marking the
end of National Marriage week and highlighting the
Age UK Campaign to end Loneliness, which is being
supported by Bishop Paul.

Older Person’s Adviser for the Diocese of Southwell
& Nottingham, Paul Howard, said: “It’s a distressing
fact that over a million people 65 and over in this coun-
try feel ‘always’ or ‘very’ lonely and over 27,000 older
people in Nottinghamshire feel trapped in their own
home. Many of our churches are already tackling this
problem by running lunch clubs, events and a visiting
service for older people in their communities, but we
want to do more and we’re appealing to church mem-
bers to pledge to visit older people who live near them
and support this campaign to end loneliness.”

ARCHBISHOP JUSTIN WELBY has
said he was ‘appalled’ by ‘betrayals
and failings’ in the Church’s handling
of child abuse allegations after Robert
Coles, 71, a retired priest from the
Diocese of Chichester, was jailed for
eight years. 

In a statement issued on Sunday
Bishop Wallace Benn denied there
had been any ineptitude or cover-up
on his part and revealed that com-
plaints made against both him and the
former Archdeacon of Lewes (the Rt
Rev Nicholas Reade) under the Clergy
Discipline Measure had been dis-
missed by the Archbishop of York.

Coles admitted 10 counts of inde-
cent assault and another serious sexu-
al offence against three boys aged
between 11 and 16. The offences took
place between 1979 and 1984 while he
was serving in the Diocese of Chich-
ester.

In his statement, Bishop Benn says
he and Archdeacon Reade first inter-
viewed Coles in 1997 in connection
with a police investigation. During the
interview Coles admitted sexual activ-
ity with a minor who was a server. The
matter was reported to the Child Pro-
tection Adviser, Mrs Janet Hind, and
to the Bishop’s Staff Meeting. Under
the Diocesan Child Protection Policy,
the Child Protection Adviser was the
sole point of contact with external
agencies, including the Police.

Neither Mrs Hind nor the Bishop of
Chichester, the Rt Rev Eric Kemp,
advised Bishop Benn to contact the
Police. Correspondence between
Bishop Benn and Mrs Hind made it
clear that she was in contact with the
Police about Coles and that she was

fully aware of the information Coles
had revealed to the Bishop and the
Archdeacon.

In 2002 Bishop Benn received a tele-
phone call from a clergyman in anoth-
er diocese to report another allegation
against Coles. He informed the then
Diocesan Child Protection Adviser,
Mr Tony Sellwood, of the allegation
but was not told or instructed to
inform the Police. It remained Dioce-
san Protection policy that Mr Sell-
wood should liaise with the Police.

In 2012 the Chairman of the Dioce-
san Safeguarding Advisory Group, Mr
Keith Akerman, and the Diocesan
Safeguarding Officer, Mr Colin
Perkins, tried to make a complaint
against Bishop Benn under the Clergy
Discipline Measure but this was dis-
missed by the Archbishop on the
grounds that Diocesan regulations
required allegations be reported to
the Child Protection Adviser and that
Bishop Benn had followed these
rules. 

There was no evidence to show that
Mrs Hind had considered whether the
matter should be reported to the
Police and no evidence that Bishop
Benn had disregarded advice from
Mrs Hind.

An appeal against the Archbishop of
York’s ruling was dismissed by the Rt
Hon Lord Justice Mummery, sitting
as President of Tribunals, on 29 Janu-
ary, 2013.

In November, 2012, Bishop Peter
Ball, a former Bishop of Lewes, was
arrested on allegations of child abuse.
The arrest followed a Visitation of the
Diocese of Chichester ordered by the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most

Rev Rowan Williams. The Archbish-
op’s Commissaries reported that local
safeguarding measures had been
‘woefully short’ for two decades.

In early 2012 Baroness Butler-Sloss
issued a report on child abuse in
Chichester in which she stated:
“There was across the diocese (and
probably in many other dioceses) a
lack of understanding of the serious-
ness of historic child abuse.”

In a statement on the sentencing of
Coles, the Archbishop of Canterbury,
the Most Rev Justin Welby, said: “I
believe that the safeguarding of chil-
dren and vulnerable adults should be
the highest priority of all parts of the
Church, and that any failings in this
area must be immediately reported to
the Police.” 

He revealed that the Commissaries
appointed by his predecessor were
still at work in the Diocese.

The Diocese of Chichester, in a
statement after Coles had been sen-
tenced, claimed ‘we have worked
closely with the Police throughout
their investigations and co-operated in
every way possible’. 

The Bishop of Chichester in his
statement admitted that “although
Robert Coles has been judged, the
matter is by no means concluded”. He
expressed the view that all who had
involvement in the case ‘should exam-
ine their consciences’. He promised
that: “We have made a public under-
taking that we, as a Diocese, will tell
the truth. It is essential that justice is
seen to be done.”

So far there has been no indication
of further abuse cases being
unearthed by the Commissaries.

Metal theft bill goes for Royal Assent
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Bishop: Benefit cap ‘will
condemn children to poverty’

Welcome for plans to
allow women to succeed
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THE BISHOP of Leicester has launched a
stinging attack on the Government’s plans
to cap benefit increases at one per cent a
year.

Bishop Tim Stevens said it was an “ideo-
logically motivated attempt to alter the
very nature of the welfare state” and would
condemn “countless” children to poverty.

He said one of the main arguments to
justify the move - that out-of-work families
should not see benefits go up by more than
wages - was “inaccurate and unhelpful”.

Bishop Stevens, one of a series of bish-
ops to attack Government welfare plans in
the House of Lords, said the claim was
inaccurate because 60 per cent of the
impact of the Bill would fall on working
families in receipt of payments such as
working families’ tax credit and child bene-
fit.

“It is also unhelpful to set up a false dis-
tinction between in-work ‘strivers’ and out-
of-work ‘shirkers’,” he added. “All of us
who are actually in touch with the effects of
this Bill in local communities know that
many are losing their jobs through no fault
of their own.

“Contrary to ministerial rhetoric, the
vast majority of unemployed people want to
work: 70 per cent of unemployed people
find work again within a year and only a
tiny minority of workless households con-
tain two generations who have never
worked. As if it is not enough to lose your
job, some of these people are now being vil-
ified and impoverished.”

He added: “The Institute for Fiscal Stud-
ies estimates that the combined effect of all
the tax and benefit changes introduced
between 2010 and April 2015 is to reduce
the incomes of the poorest fifth of families
with children by about seven per cent. The
inevitable impact of this policy will be a fur-
ther increase in child poverty.”

Bishop Stevens warned of the dangers of
breaking the historic link between benefits
and inflation and the long-term threat to
the welfare state.

“If we wind the clock forward, what kind
of safety net will be left in 10 or 20 years’
time?” he asked.

“I fear that we are heading in the direc-
tion of a United States-style welfare  sys-
tem, where healthcare provision and

pensions are large and protected but work-
ing-age provision is less generous and
more stigmatised, barely providing enough
for people to live on without relying on
charitable handouts, where visits to the
food bank are not an emergency response
to an economic crisis but an integral part of
the welfare state. Is this really the kind of
society that we want to live in?”

In the same debate - the second reading
of the Benefits Uprating Bill - the Bishop of
Ripon and Leeds attacked the Government
for using “derogatory or dismissive lan-
guage” when they referred to people who
receive welfare benefits.

“The majority of those who receive bene-
fits are in work and the majority of those
out of work would love to work if they
could find jobs,” he said. 

“The stigmatisation of those who receive
benefits is both serious and dangerous. In
2011, there was an increase of 30 per cent
in attacks on disabled people, fuelled by
stories of how people were falsely claiming
disability allowances.”

In a debate on regulations to introduce
universal credit, which simplifies the cur-

rent complex benefits system, the Bishop
of Worcester, John Inge, warned of the
effect on disabled people.

He said: “As I understand it, the regula-
tions laid before us today propose to
reduce the level of financial support to
most disabled children from £57 a week
under the current system to just £28 a
week, or £124 a month - a reduction of
nearly £30 a week.

“According to the Government’s own
estimates, 100,000 disabled children will be
affected. Only the most severely disabled
children who are on high-rate care compo-
nents of the disability living allowance or
registered blind will be unaffected.

“Many parents of disabled children
already struggle to find the money to cover
the extra costs of having a disabled child,
such as specialist adaptations to their
home, access to disability-friendly services
and higher travel and childcare expenses.
Already, 28 per cent of households with a
disabled child are living in poverty, and
this rises to around 50 per cent if the addi-
tional costs associated with being disabled
are taken into account.”

THE BISHOP of Worcester has
welcomed the Government’s
move to give women the same
right to succeed to the throne as
men.

Bishop John Inge also wel-
comed the removal of the
restriction on a future monarch
marrying a Catholic.

“The vast majority of people
would surely agree that male pri-
mogeniture is not appropriate
and it is right that this should be
changed,” he said during second
reading of the Succession to the
Crown Bill in the House of
Lords.

“The Bill marks a necessary
stage in the evolution of the rela-
tionship between the monarchy
and the people of this country.

“Such evolution has helped to
ensure that the monarchy has
been sustained in the affections
of the people of this nation. We
are all delighted about the
impending birth of a child to the
Duchess of Cambridge, and it is
timely that this change should
take place now.”

Bishop Inge said the removal
of the prohibition on marrying a
Roman Catholic and remaining
in the line of succession to the
throne would not “undermine or
replace the requirement that the
sovereign join in communion
with the Church of England or
threaten the establishment of

the Church of England”.
He said the Archbishop of

Westminster, Vincent Nichols,
had stated publicly that he val-
ued and recognised “the impor-
tance of the position of the
established church in protecting
and fostering faith in our society
today”.

Bishop Inge added: “The rela-
tionship between the Church of
England and the Roman
Catholic Church, as has been
pointed out in your Lordships’
Chamber, has changed drastical-
ly, I am pleased to say, since the
15th and 16th centuries, but it is
worth noting that there has been
a sea change in ecumenical rela-
tions between the two Churches
in recent years, as evidenced by
the warmth of the relationship
between Pope Benedict and the
former most reverend Primate
the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Rowan Williams, a warmth that I
would say extends over the
realm.”

However some peers, includ-
ing former Lord Chamberlain
Lord Luce, who led the commis-
sion that chose the new Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, called for
a written assurance from the
Catholic Church that in cases of
a “mixed” marriage they would
accept an heir to the throne
being brought up as an Angli-
can.

THE INCREASING sexualisation of soci-
ety is one of the reasons behind the
“shocking” number of women who are
victims of sexual assaults, the Bishop of
Worcester has said. 

Bishop John Inge said the culture cre-
ated an “enabling environment for sexual
offences to develop”.

In a House of Lords debate, he said: “I
feel that acutely as the father of two
daughters, one aged eight and one aged
13.

“Reg Bailey, the chief executive of the
Mothers’ Union, carried out an inde-
pendent review of that in 2011, and noted
the concern of parents on a number of
issues, including the sexualised and gen-
der stereotyping of clothing, products
and services for children and pressure
on children from a range of sources to
act as consumers.

“Those are just the background, but I
suggest that it is an important one. A lot
of what we see is the result of that
increasingly sexualised culture. The
number of children suffering from sexual
offending is one result.”

In the same debate, the Bishop of
Derby, Alastair Redfern, called for the
Government to take steps to “regulate
behaviour”.

He pointed to the “terrible profusion of
pornography and the freedom to access,
make and trade it - and to involve people
in it”.

He added: “Starting from the base of
what people feel they want has seen an
inordinate explosion of promiscuity in
our society in the past 30 or 40 years.”



By Amaris Cole

THE EASTLEIGH by-election could be
won and lost on the issue of gay mar-
riage, with two candidates standing as
Chris Huhne’s replacement in direct
opposition to David Cameron’s Same-
Sex Marriage Bill. 

Kevin Milburn, The Christian Party,
and Danny Stupple, an Independent,
are competing to receive the support of
voters who are similarly opposed to the
redefinition of marriage.

Mr Stupple, who has lived in the con-
stituency for nearly 30 years, has pin-
pointed the Prime Minister’s ‘deceit’
for the reason for his campaign.

The candidate said: “David Cameron
has let us down,” criticising him for
pushing the Bill through without a
mandate, as the Bill was not in the Con-
servative Party’s manifesto. 

Mr Stupple stands on a ticket for
‘integrity and independence’, promis-
ing constituents ‘real democracy, real
freedom and real marriage’. 

In his campaign leaflet Mr Stupple
claims that: “Powerful party machines
ride roughshod over the views of indi-
viduals and communities”.

An active member of his church and
on the Street Pastor team for Eastleigh,
Mr Stupple is urging voters to ‘make a
stand’, which he believes will be ‘the
birth of new politics’. 

The candidate said last week: “I think
a lot of people feel let down, not only by
our former local MP but by the whole
political system. The complete disre-
gard for proper process in the redefini-
tion of marriage vote is indicative of the
contempt for ordinary voters. 

“Something as profound as marriage
requires far more care than Mr

Cameron or his Government have
shown it.”

The Christian Party is ‘challenging
Cameron’ with the ticket of Mr Mil-
burn, a Prison Officer of 33 years, a
Health Care Officer and a church
leader. 

Jeff Green, leader of the Christian
Party said: “The Christian Party ‘Pro-
claiming Christ’s Lordship’ is delighted
to have the opportunity to challenge
David Cameron’s agenda in the East-
leigh by-election. 

“If you vote for Kevin, you can send a
very clear message to David Cameron
and Nick Clegg that people are saying
‘Yes to integrity in politics’ and ‘Yes to
traditional marriage’.” 

The Christian Party says they will
continue to stand candidates to ‘send
the message loud and clear that Chris-
tians are on the move to recover the
ground lost to the politically correct
and intolerant secular establishment’.

The news of these candidates’ inten-
tion to stand comes in the same week
as the Prime Minister is being warned
that ‘committed Christians’ are plan-
ning to leave the party after the devel-
opments for the gay marriage bill this
month. 

Last year, 57 per cent of Christians
said they would leave the Tories were
such a Bill to be pushed through.

There are currently no statistics to
show whether these predictions have
been realised, but many see the East-
leigh by-election as a litmus test for the
feeling among those of faith over the
changes, and whether they will actually
put those feelings into effect at the bal-
lot box.

The by-election will be held on 28
February. 
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Cameron faces Eastleigh test
over same-sex marriage

SAME-SEX marriages in the Church of England are ‘nowhere on the horizon,’
according to Mr William Fittall, Secretary General of General Synod, who gave evi-
dence to MPs during the Committee stage of the Marriage Bill.

Mr Fittall told the MPs that he did not detect a move to support same-sex mar-
riage among the bishops. He conceded it would be possible for General Synod to
pass legislation allowing clergy to conduct same-sex marriage but said this was
‘nowhere on the horizon’. He said he was satisfied by the protections offered to the
Church by the ‘quadruple lock’.

The Bishop of Norwich, the Rt Rev Graham James, said that there was a distinc-
tion between the doctrine of the Church of England and what individual members
think. He conceded that there was no ‘unanimity of view’ on the subject within the
Church.

This lack of unanimity was demonstrated when the Dean of St Albans, the Very
Rev Jeffrey John, appeared before the Committee. He said it was regrettable that
the Church felt the need for triple or quadruple locks and expressed his worries
about the harm done to the image of the Church on this issue. “God is infinitely
more compassionate and positive about gay people than the Church,” he said.

However he also stated that he would not want the Church to be forced to con-
duct same-sex marriage ceremonies. “It is up to people like me to help it move to a
more Christian position,” he said.

A group chaired by Sir Joseph Pilling is looking at the Church’s attitude to sexu-
ality. Bishop James conceded that this might recommend changes but added that
this would not necessarily lead to the approval of same-sex marriage.

Same-sex marriage ‘not on the horizon’



Appeal ahead of
elections in Kenya
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By George Conger

CHURCH LEADERS in Kenya have called upon vot-
ers to reject politicians soliciting support by appeals
to religious enmity and ethnic hatred and vote for the
candidates that can best serve the needs of a united
country.

On 7 February the Standing Committee and House
of Bishops of the Anglican Church of Kenya released
a pastoral letter warning the country that the violence
that followed the December 2007 elections that left
approximately 1,500 people dead in tribal-based polit-
ical clashes could return. Kenya goes to the polls on 4
March 2013 to elect a president and members of the
senate and national assembly under a new constitu-
tion adopted last year.

“The images from the last general elections and the
resultant post-election violence are still fresh in our
minds. Many people died, others were injured and a
lot of property was destroyed, leaving many Kenyans
disenfranchised and disillusioned. A lot of their emo-
tional wounds are yet to heal. A major contributing
factor to this tragic situation was words spoken by
Kenyans against their neighbours and colleagues
based on assumptions and perceived political lean-
ings,” the Church statement said.

“Kenya is a land of God-given ethnic diversity that
we should all embrace and manage to ensure that we
harness the various strengths for national develop-
ment.

“This is our message to all political aspirants: take

responsibility for your utterances during campaigns
and desist from statements against other Kenyans
just because they are from a different ethnic back-
ground,” the statement said.

Appeals to tribal unity and ethnic demagoguery by
politicians during the 2007 election campaign were
blamed for the post-election violence that pitted the
dominant Kikuyu tribe of Central Kenya of President
Mwai Kibaki against the Luo tribe of his challenger
Raile Odinga, who built a coalition with the Luhya of
Western Kenya, the Kalenjin from the Rift Valley and
Muslims from the Coast Province. 

After results were announced, Kikuyus living out-
side their traditional homelands were the target of
tribal violence – which sparked reprisals against Luo
living in Kikuyu lands.

“We are emerging from an experience where vio-
lence was triggered by disputed presidential election
results. Our prayer is that free and fair elections will
be held and that political aspirants and their support-
ers will accept the election results,” the Church lead-
ers wrote, adding “this is a sign of maturity and
responsibility” that all must support to build a better
Kenya.

“Let every voter take time to vet the candidates
aspiring for political office to ensure that Kenya is led
at all levels by men and women who have humility
and lead with integrity, transparency, and accountabil-
ity. The leaders we elect also need to have the requi-
site skills and understand the context in terms of the
needs and aspirations of Kenyans,” the Church state-
ment said.

Flooding sparks aid
Indian Ocean appeal 
CHURCH LEADERS in the
Indian Ocean and Southern
Africa have launched appeals
for aid following flooding
across the region.

On 1 February Archbishop
Ian Ernest of the Indian Ocean
asked for support for the Dio-
cese of the Seychelles after the
island was hit by Tropical
Cyclone Felleng. The “country
and the diocese have suffered
heavy losses from the floods,”
as “church buildings and other
important structures have
been destroyed. However we
give thanks to the Lord as
there has been no loss of life.”

Bishop Brighton Malasa of
the Diocese of Upper Shire in
Malawi reported his country
had been hit hard by floods. He
estimated that 33,000 people
had been dislocated by flood
waters in his diocese. “We
would appreciate humanitarian
support such as soap, clothes,
cereals, sugar, blankets and
tents,” he said.

While floods are common in
the early part of the year in
southern Malawi, the “oldest
people in our communities are
saying they have not seen such
rains in the past 50 years,” the

bishop said.
In the Diocese of Lebombo

in southern Mozambique,
approximately 70,000 people
have been displaced by flood
waters, Bishop Dinis Sengu-
lane said. “The situation is dra-
matic and it calls for our
response if we are to avoid
more damages to the lives of
people”.

The flooding had destroyed
crops and left “stagnant waters
[that] will become favourable
places for the proliferation of
mosquitoes that bring malar-
ia,” the bishop wrote to sup-
porters in the West in an appeal
for “mosquito nets to prevent
malaria” as well as “seeds and
school materials for children.”

On 31 January the United
Nations reported severe flood-
ing in southern Mozambique
has affected a quarter of a mil-
lion people, while heavy rains
buffeted the north of the coun-
try as Tropical Cyclone Fel-
leng made landfall after
passing over Madagascar.

The floods have killed at
least 48 people in the south of
Mozambique, the UN reported
while government officials put
the death toll at 80.

THE CHURCH in Wales has urged consumers to pur-
chase meat from local farms – to support British agri-
culture and to protect themselves from the false
labelling.

Revelations that Romanian horse and donkey meat
had been repackaged as beef and sold in prepared
food products in 13 EU countries, including Britain
and Ireland, has prompted the Welsh Church’s Rural
Life Advisers to urge consumers take more responsi-
bility for what they buy.

The Bishop of Swansea and Brecon, the Rt Rev
John Davies on 15 February said: “The recent public-
ity about the discovery of horse meat in processed
food has raised a lot of questions about our food: qual-
ity, affordability, traceability, food miles, and the avail-
ability of produce that shoppers can buy with
confidence.”

Europol, the EU’s police agency, reports that DNA
tests have revealed that beef mixed with horse meat
has been sold across Europe. Some products, includ-
ing hamburgers, were found to contain as much as 30
per cent horse meat. Other products found to contain
horse meet labelled as beef include frozen lasagna,
tortellini, and Bolognese sauce. Three men were
arrested last week in England and Wales in connec-
tion with the scandal and have been charged with
fraud.

“Welsh farmers enjoy high levels of confidence and
support from their local communities and have close
links with local butchers and other shops,” said Bish-
op Davies – the Church in Wales’ spokesman on rural
affairs.

“Seeking out retailers who can offer local knowl-
edge and traceability is an excellent way to support
Welsh farmers, butchers, and their communities as
well as obtaining a product that is both trustworthy
and tasty,” the Bishop said.

THE ABDICATION of Pope Benedict
XVI will modernize the papacy, the
former Archbishop of Canterbury
Lord Williams believes, and will invig-
orate the call to service to the church
and the world for the occupant of the
chair of St Peter.

In an interview broadcast on 12 Feb-
ruary Lord Williams, the Master of
Magdalene College Cambridge, stat-
ed Benedict’s resignation may
“demystify the papacy,” challenging
the view the “pope is not like a sort of
God King who goes on to the very
end.”

The “ministry of service that the
Bishop of Rome exercises is just that,
a ministry of service and it’s therefore
reasonable to ask if there is a moment
when somebody else should take that
baton in hand,” he said.

Benedict’s decision serves to
remind the Christian world of the
“primitive position of the bishop of
Rome as the servant of the unity of the
Church, of the bishop who convenes,
mediates between, manages the fel-
lowship of the bishops, that slightly
more functional, slightly less theologi-
cally top-heavy picture, that may be
one of the things that emerges from
this.”

While the process to appoint a new
Archbishop of Canterbury took
almost six months, the Catholic
Church’s Apostolic Constitution calls
for a Conclave of Cardinals to begin

within 20 days but not before 15 days,
following the declaration the chair of
St Peter was “sede vacante”. However,
Vatican press spokesman Fr Federico
Lombardi said last week the Conclave
could start within 10 days of the date
of the Pope’s formal resignation – 28
February in light of the unusual cir-
cumstances of the Pope’s abdication.

As of 28 January, 118 cardinals were
eligible to vote for the next pope – 62
Europeans, 19 South Americans, 14
North Americans, 11 Africans, 11
Asians and 1 from the Pacific. The
largest national group of cardinals is
Italy with 28, followed by the US with
11, Germany with 6 and Spain and
Brazil with 5.

Lord Williams said the announce-
ment “wasn’t a total surprise, I think

because in our last conversation I was
very conscious that he was recognis-
ing his own frailty and it did cross my
mind to wonder whether this was a
step he might think about.”

In retirement he hoped Benedict
would return to writing. “We look for
some more profound and reflective
theology from him, of the kind that’s
made his encyclicals so wonderfully
fruitful as a resource for the whole
Christian family.”

He added that he had shared with
Benedict his plans to retire before the
news was shared with the Anglican
Communion. “I’d spoken to him
before I’d announced my resignation
earlier in the year, so we shared some
reflections on the pressures of office
and, yes, we spoke about the promise
of being able to do a bit more think-
ing, and praying… because by the
grace of God we’ve enjoyed a warm
relationship, so it was possible for me
to share that with him earlier in the
year.”

Lord Williams agreed Benedict’s
resignation might well further the call
made by John Paul II in Ut Unum Sint
to rethink the papacy in the service of
unity for all Christians. “It will be very
interesting to see,” he told Vatican
Radio, adding “I think we have yet to
work through all the implications of
Ut Unum Sint and if this is a stimulus
to do some more work on that, I’d say
well and good.”

Church urges buying change
after horse meat row Abdication ‘will modernise papacy’



LAWYERS FOR the Episcopal Church have conceded that
Presiding Bishop Katharine Jefferts Schori’s claim that
while people may leave the Episcopal Church, dioceses
and congregations may not, is without merit.

The concession, Canon lawyer Allan Haley reports,
comes in their acquiescence to the filing of a Temporary
Injunction issued in the Episcopal Diocese of South Caroli-
na court case, forbidding the national Church or its allies
from using the name, symbols or seal of the Diocese.

Entered with the consent of attorneys representing the
national Church, the 31 January 2013 order by Judge
Diane Goodstein replaces a 23 January Temporary
Restraining Order, effectively making permanent the ban
that forbids the national Church and its surrogates from
claiming to act on behalf of the diocese.

Mr Haley noted the injunction remains in effect until
Judge Goodstein agrees to modify it, or dissolve it, for
good cause shown.

The injunction “maintains the status quo ante until the
case can be tried,” he said, and “keeps the parties in the
same position they were before the dispute between them
arose — it is designed to prevent one of the parties from
unilaterally moving the goalposts before the game can be
played. At the end of the trial, the court will decide either
to make the preliminary injunction permanent, or else to

dissolve it once and for all.”
Mr Haley said the national Church’s “capitulation”, by

agreeing to the injunction, establishes “facts on the
ground”.

“There is a legally cognizable “Episcopal Diocese of

South Carolina,” whose legal existence began in 1785.”
“The remnant Episcopalian group may not either

assume its name, or claim to be the same religious non-
profit corporation under South Carolina law.”

The “Diocese has actually separated itself in law from
the Episcopal Church. It exists, under its own State’s laws,
wholly separate and apart from the Church of which it for-
merly was a member.”

The loyalist group will be a “brand-new religious entity,
whose existence was not a legal reality until it met and
organized itself on January 26, 2013.”

These “facts on the ground” are “fatal” to the argument
put forward by the national Church that people may leave,
but Dioceses may not, Mr Haley said. “South Carolina is
living proof of the fact that Dioceses and their associated
parishes may indeed, as is their constitutional right under
the First Amendment, leave.”

“We are gratified that The Episcopal Church has con-
sented to a temporary injunction protecting the identity of
our Diocese and its parishes,” said Jim Lewis, Canon of the
Diocese. “We pray that sentiment fuels the prompt and
reasonable resolution we all seek.

Thomas Tisdale, chancellor of the Episcopal Church in
South Carolina – the faction in South Carolina loyal to the
national Church — did not respond to our queries.

Key claim of Episcopal
Church ‘is without merit’
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A REPORT released last week by the Australian
Crime Commission (ACC) that found “wide-
spread” use of performance enhancing drugs by
athletes, match-fixing and links between sport
and organized crime has prompted the Anglican
Church to call for a ban on sports gambling.

On 8 February Bishop Phillip Huggins, chair-
man of the Diocese of Melbourne Social Affairs
Committee, said a moratorium on betting on
major sports, including football, rugby and crick-
et, should be considered by the government.

A suspension of sports betting would give the
leagues time to “complete the clean-up now
under way, and would remove any possibility that
the winter games of the [Australian Football
League] and [National Rugby League] would
attract unsavoury speculation.”

At a 7 February Canberra press conference,
Home Affairs Minister Jason Clare said “multiple
athletes from a number of clubs in major Aus-
tralian sporting codes are suspected of currently
using or having previously used peptides, poten-
tially constituting anti-doping rule violations.

“It’s cheating but it’s worse than that, it’s cheat-

ing with the help of criminals,” he said.
The 47-page report found “clear parallels”

between doping amongst Australian athletes and
the case of cyclist Lance Armstrong. These links
underscored “the trans-national threat posed by
doping to professional sport,” the report said
with the “difference” that “Australian threat is
current”, covers multiple sports and “is evolv-
ing.”

Mr Claire added that “links between organised
crime and players exposes players to the risk of
being co-opted for match-fixing and this investi-
gation has identified one possible example of that
and that is currently under investigation.”

No names were mentioned in the ACC’s report,
Mr Clare said, as police investigations were on-
going.

The “alleged linkages between organised
crime and sport require a strong united response
aimed at restoring integrity,” Bishop Huggins
said, adding “the word ‘play’ is used in relation to
sporting ‘games’. These words speak of an inno-
cence and integrity we all want to recover, both in
sport and in our community.”

THE PRESIDING Bishop and President of
the House of Deputies of the Episcopal
Church have named 12 people to serve on
the Church’s Task Force on the Study of
Marriage.

In a statement released on 14 February,
Bishop Katharine Jefferts Schori said the
group would help the Church chart its way
forward as it seeks to find a theological
rationale for the changes introduced last
year. 

At the July 2012 General Convention the Episcopal Church authorised
temporary provisional rites for blessing same-sex unions and authorised
a study group to examine the doctrine of marriage.

The Presiding Bishop explained: “The theology of marriage has
evolved over time, with biblical examples including polygamy, concubi-
nage, and other forms of relationship no longer sanctioned in The Epis-
copal Church.

“We no longer expect that one partner promise to obey the other, that
parents give away their children to be married, or that childbearing is
the chief purpose of marriage. This task force is charged not only to
take the pulse of our current theological understanding of the meaning
of marriage, but to assist the faithful in conversation and discernment
about marriage, in particular what the Church might hold up as ‘holy
example’ of the love between Christ and his Church.”

While the Episcopal Church has never sanctioned polygamy and con-
cubinage, in the 20th century it modified its practices on divorce and
remarriage. The aims of marriage as ordered in the 1662 Book of Com-
mon Prayer: procreation, remedy for sin, and mutual care, have been
reordered in successive American prayer books and are currently given
as mutual joy, mutual care and the procreation of children.

President Gay Jennings observed: “The Episcopal Church’s theology
and practice of marriage has changed significantly over the centuries,
and we need to understand more clearly what we as a Church mean
when we use that word.”

The 12-member task force, whose members are drawn from the
Church’s liberal wing, are to deliver their report to the 2015 meeting of
General Convention.

MEETING AT Church House in Armagh on 4 February, the electoral college of the Church of Ire-
land’s Diocese of Kilmore, Elphin and Ardagh, has elected an evangelical clergyman, the Rev Ferran
Glenfield, rector of Hillsborough Parish in the Diocese of Down and Dromore, as bishop in succes-
sion to the Rt Rev Ken Clarke.

A graduate of Queen’s University, Belfast, Trinity College, Dublin and Oxford, Mr Glenfield served
his curacy in the Diocese of Cork and in 1996 became rector of Kill o’the Grange Parish in Blackrock
in the Diocese of Dublin where he served for 16 years before moving to Hillsborough in 2012.

The bishop–elect said: “I am very surprised but deeply honoured to be asked to serve in this capac-
ity as Bishop of Kilmore, Elphin and Ardagh. While the news is coupled with sadness in leaving Hills-
borough, I look forward to working in the United Dioceses which is a very special part of the world.”

The Archbishop of Armagh, Dr Richard Clarke said: “I have known Ferran since we were both
clergy in Cork Diocese and am an admirer of his intellect, energy and spirituality, and I wish him well
in the future.”

The election must first be approved House of Bishops before a consecration date is set.

Liberals to discuss
future of marriage

Church call for a ban on sports gambling



Bullying: an issue
the Church needs
to address
Sir, I would like to applaud Pete Myers’
article on bullying (27 January). I agree
that this is an issue that needs a lot more
attention in Christian circles.

In three separate churches I, and others,
have experienced serious spiritual abuse
from power-hungry leaders, and lower lev-
els of manipulative behaviour in other
churches too. Sadly, this issue is not con-
fined to Anglican Churches.

Those holding secondary levels of
authority eg Deacons, Churchwardens,
Ministry team leaders etc., are equally
guilty when they refuse to take seriously
the genuine concerns of vulnerable
Church members who complain about
over-aggressive treatment from their Min-
ister, or indeed if their approach to their
own role becomes an excuse for dominat-
ing other people.

Church should be a “safe” environment.
I believe that spiritual abuse is just as dam-
aging as sexual abuse in that it undermines
the very foundation of people’s lives and
leaves them emotionally and spiritually
damaged with nowhere to go for support -
perhaps never to recover in some cases.

Jesus’ warning in Matt. 18:6, though not
addressed specifically to this issue, could I
believe equally apply here.

It is time for churches to take this issue
seriously. Personal growth and self-aware-
ness need to be addressed during ministe-
rial training, and once trained and in
ministry, an absolute requirement for per-
sonal accountability needs to be built into
the Minister’s life - in the same way that
counsellors accept the need for supervi-
sion. His/her support team needs to be
chosen for their courage, honesty and will-
ingness to challenge abusive behaviour
when it becomes clear that this is needed.

This is a very serious issue that seems to
have had little attention from the church at
large. I really hope that it will be given
much greater prominence.
Rosemary Pearson,
Via email

Gay marriage
Sir, Having reflected on the momentous
decision of Parliament to pass the Bill to re-
define marriage, with some despondency I
might add, I have come to the conclusion
that there is a much deeper, much more
fundamental issue at stake: and that is the
rejection, by Parliament, of a Christian
lifestyle – which is symptomatic of the post-
Christian society in which we live, where
people give little credence to the teaching
of the Bible and can’t be expected to follow
its teaching. If people choose to live a life
that is outside of God’s best for them, then
we must allow them to make that choice
and, following the example of the early
Church, show them an alternative and
vibrant way to live.

One thing that strikes me very strongly,
in the midst of the intense debate and dis-

cussion, is that we can no longer, as the
state Church, impose Christian morals and
ethics on a Parliament who vote so
favourably for something which we, as an
institution, opposed. 

Furthermore, I want to suggest that seri-
ous consideration should be given, once
again, to the disestablishment of the
Church of England so that we can be
released to focus our energies on spread-
ing the Gospel of the Good News of Jesus
without the hindrances of political activism
which, undoubtedly, weakens our position.
I have to admit that, for many years, I
opposed disestablishment on the grounds
that ‘being’ Anglican provided many oppor-
tunities for mission through the occasional
offices and the acceptability which we
enjoyed in the eyes of many in our commu-
nities. However, and unfortunately, I’m not
convinced that is true today. 

Like many others, I am acutely aware
that the Church of England is not currently
looked upon favourably by many members
of our society. 

The dilemma, frustration, and reality, is
that our mission fields are being taken
away from us because we are increasingly
seen to be inconsistent and hypocritical
and are known for being anti-women and
anti-gay, and not know to be pro-Jesus and
believe in a God of love and compassion
and forgiveness and healing and whole-
ness, who can transform our lives through
faith and trust in him in Jesus. 
The Rev Paul A Carr,
Billericay

Review
Sir, Thank you for publishing a review last
week of my book Have Stick: Will Travel, a
travelogue of South American Journeys.
Those wanting a copy should however con-
tact me direct, rather than the Printing
Company. 

My address is 30 Charles Street, War-
wick CV34 5LQ or e-mail bishopdrje-

vans@talktalk.com or tel:01926
258791.Thank you.
Bishop David Evans,
Warwick

Lent question
Jesus said that neither the blind man nor
his parents had sinned and therefore he
had been born blind. From this David Win-
ter finds a general truth that all such dis-
abilities are caused by a randomness of
nature or the natural consequences of sin;
eg cirrhosis of the liver. I have always con-
sidered that here Jesus was answering a
question about a particular man since he
gave a very particular explanation; he was
blind, so Jesus could heal him.

If God does not punish by sickness or
death Ananias and Saphira would be inter-
ested to hear it, so would Miriam with her
leprosy and the firstborn of Egypt and
those who suffered the other plagues.

God certainly, if we take the story at face
value(and why should David Winter not do
so since he takes the burning bush
encounter as it is given?) acts, and not just
as he suggests, through endowing Moses
with strength, wisdom and guidance. Yes,
there were no earthquakes, angels, blind-
ing flashes but there were disasters.
Pharaoh certainly is not represented as let-
ting Moses go because of any rhetoric or
persuasiveness on Moses’ part -- he wanted
to wash his hands of him and his people
because of the mighty acts of God, acts
which were destructive and punitive.

Punishment seems to be an idea which
has had its time for increasing numbers as
can be seen in recent discussions about the
forsakedness of Christ on the cross and the
growing take-up of ideas of time-limited
hell or conditional immortality. I imagine
this view of David Winter’s is part of this
general trend. Whether it is true to Scrip-
ture is another matter.
Gillian Goodwin,
Ealing 

A burial place for
Richard III
Sir, Your correspondent argues that in
today’s divided Church, we should think of
Richard III as a Roman Catholic rather
than as an Anglican. 

But although they would never use
words like “transubstantiation” and “purga-
tory” most Anglicans today seem to believe
that Christ is present in the Sacrament, and
their willingness to pray for the Departed
shows that they hold that there is some
kind of intermediate state. 

Before the Reformation relationships
between English kings and the Papacy
were often strained, so I an quite sure that
Richard III would be quite happy to be a
member of the Church of England as it is
today.
The Revd JD Wright, 
Eastbourne
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CCJ is committed to dialogue
Sir, Jeremy Moodey (Letter, 10 February) makes a host of criticisms of CCJ. May I
limit my response to those directed at me? He says I go ‘off-piste’ when, in my article
on Jewish-Christian relations, I accuse contemporary Christians in the UK of glorifying
in Jewish powerlessness or wishing to push the Zionist entity into the Mediterranean.
My only defence is that I did no such thing. Rather I said: ‘historically [sic] Christians
have often gloried in Jewish powerlessness’. Does Mr Moodey deny that whole strand
of Christian thinking, going back to Saint Augustine? 

Again I carefully said that ‘others’ [sic] call for the removal of the Zionist or Jewish
entity, using the language of violence. Again, does Mr Moodey deny that this rhetoric
is out there, from Hamas and Iran, to mention only the most obvious sources? I
respectfully suggest that Mr Moodey’s letter is a textbook case of what can happen
when one’s expectation of what the other must be saying - because they are on ‘the
other side’ - wins out over careful attention to what is actually said. It is downhill all the
way! 

This is sad, and brings no benefit either to Israelis or Palestinians. CCJ is a fallible
human organisation – just as is Embrace the Middle East - but our orientation is clear:
we are committed to real dialogue where all sides are heard and respected, on Israel-
Palestine, and on the many other dialogical matters nearer to home.
The Rev Patrick Morrow,
Programme Manager
The Council of Christians and Jews
London, EC4

follow us 
@churchnewspaper on Twitter

@TimMontgomerie
If Tories have a ClauseIV moment
it’s not gay marriage. It’s our attitude
to wealth acquired from rigged
markets like Ldn’s property market.

@paulbayes
+Norwich “There’s a distinction
between the doctrine of the C of E,
& what people who belong to the C
of E think”

@markrusselluk
Oscar Pistorius is innocent until he
is proven guilty. People should
remember that. Praying for Reeva’s
family and for Oscar and his.

@MirandaTHolmes
Good public meeting re next Bishop
of Durham: heartened by level of
energy in the room for keeping up
the pace of change, and risk taking.

@RuthieGledhill
Cardinal Turkson as Pope would not
be first African but wld complete
Ghana’s ‘trinity’ on global stage

@eurobishop
After 200 years, St Mark’s Church,
Versailles, has a new building for the
congregation, dedicated on Saturday
16 Feb: bit.ly/WFGKWA

Your Tweets
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By Amber Curtis

As 1.2 billion Roman Catholics began their
preparation for the season of Lent, they were
greeted with surprising news from Vatican City.

Pope Benedict XVI became the first pope to voluntarily
resign in almost 600 years when he announced he was
departing “for the good of the church” after almost eight
years of service.

The news completely shocked the world since the 85-
year old was in good favour. He will officially leave the last
day of February. 

The 266th Pope will be chosen by about 120 Cardinals,
all under 80 years old. The actual voting will occur
beneath Michelangelo’s fresco of the Last Judgment. A
Pope will be elected if they can reach a two-thirds
majority.

Since Pope Benedict XVI pleased those he represented,
many are predicting his replacement will be a leader with
the same moral agenda. 

After centuries of European Popes, it has been
rumoured it is finally time for a Pope from a
different part of the world.

While names from around the world have
sprung up, many
believe the
next Pope will
be chosen
from front-
running
Latin America. 

“It’s time for there to
be a Latin American pope,
because Latin America has
the greatest number of
Christians,” said the Rev Juan
Angel Lopez, spokesman for the
Catholic Church of Honduras.

That particular region
represents the largest bloc, which
has 42 per cent of the Catholic
population worldwide.

Leonardo Sandri, (69) a Cardinal
from Argentina and head of the
Vatican’s Eastern Churches, shares
many of the current Pope’s feelings
and seems to be the closest to being a
front runner. His best connection was
as the spokesperson for Pope John Paul
II. However, many doubt his abilities
due to his lack of experience.

Odilo Scherer, (63) Archbishop of Sao
Paulo, is also a favourite for the next
pope since he has the largest diocese in
Brazil. He has moderate views, which
would allow equality in decisions. 

Italians appear pretty confident they
will have the best bid. Angelo Scola, (71)
the Archbishop of Milan, has been
known as an “expert” on bioethics. He is
also the head of the successful foundation
that promotes Muslim-Christian relations.

Since Pope Benedict XVI was elected,
Christoph Schoenborn, (67) a former
pupil to the Pope, has emulated the Pope’s
ways and is a promising future candidate.
He has been seen by many Catholics as
papal material since two decades ago.

Since many Catholics are
trying to return to
their ultra-
conservative ways,
Ghana’s Peter
Turkson (64)
shares views that
they believe will
continue the
direction of
Benedict. The
head of the
Vatican Justice
and Peace
Bureau, he is
extremely
conservative on
homosexuality
and supports

world financial
reform. 

Finally,
North America boasts two
contenders for its first-ever
Pope. The more popular choice

is Canada’s Marc Ouellet (68),
who is the top staff director as

head of the congregation for
Bishops. While many predict his
chances of winning, Ouellet once
stated being chosen as Pope
“would be a nightmare.”

Timothy Dolan (62) is America’s only hope, yet is so
fresh to the scene. He became the Archbishop of New
York only four years ago. While he is the youngest
candidate, his “humour and dynamism” is widely
praised.

While the options have been
hush-hush since the Pope
announced his resignation,
there is still plenty of time for
a contender to push through. 
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Spiritual Hunger
When BBC TV screened a three-part series on Westminster Abbey hardly any
mention was made about the Abbey’s lecture series. Attention focussed on the
choir. But anyone who doubts the large market for lectures and seminars on
religious and moral topics should take note of the fact that the current series of
Westminster Faith Debates is booked out, even though the event has been
moved from last year’s location to a larger new venue in the Queen Elizabeth
Hall. The first debate saw speakers who included John Harris of Manchester
University and conservative Catholic David Albert Jones go head-to-head on
abortion and stem cell research. Future debates are planned on whether there
is too much sex these days, equal treatment of men and women, the traditional
family, same-sex marriage and assisted dying. 

Promised speakers include Polly Toynbee (on the family), John Milbank (on
gay marriage) and Giles Fraser (on assisted dying). Full credit to the Hon
Charles Clarke and Professor Linda Woodhead, both of Lancaster University,
for arranging the course. Full credit as well to Theos which had a big turn-out
for a very lively debate on religious freedom the think tank organised in
Portcullis House, to mark the publication of its new book Religion and Law.
Can churches and cathedrals please note this interest in intelligent debate?

Andrew Carey:
View from the Pew

Demystifying the Papacy
According to an interview Rowan Williams gave to Vatican Radio, Pope Bene-
dict’s retirement did not come as a surprise. Bishop Rowan says that in their
last conversation he sensed that the Pope was beginning to think ‘Is it possi-
ble to carry on with a good conscience?’ The bishop revealed that he had
given the Pope advanced warning of his own resignation and offered his
reflections on the first papal resignation for 600 years, arguing that it ‘demys-
tifies the papacy’. “The pope is not like a king who goes on to the end,” he
said. “The ministry of service that the Bishop of Rome exercises is just that,
a ministry of service and therefore it is reasonable to ask if there is a moment
when somebody else should take the baton in hand.” As Rowan Williams out-
lined the matter, there could well be ecumenical implications in the Pope’s
actions if it leads to a return to ‘the primitive position of the Bishop of Rome
as the servant of the unity of the Church, of the bishop who convenes, medi-
ates between and manages the fellowship of bishops’, what he called a ‘slight-
ly more functional, slightly less theologically top heavy picture’. 

Bishop Rowan spoke warmly of Pope Benedict but many have been less
complimentary, although few as gone as far as Joseph Bottun, formerly edi-
tor of the conservative monthly First Things, who wrote in the neo-conserva-
tive Weekly Standard that as far as governance is concerned Benedict was ‘as
bad as a pope has been in 200 years’. 

Who Next?
Surprisingly the press made the same mistake in drawing up their list of poten-
tial popes as they did in reporting the Canterbury stakes. Despite the fact that
he will be over 70 at the next Lambeth Conference, many newspapers couldn’t
resist naming Richard Chartres as a potential archbishop. Desperate for credi-
ble non-Western candidates they are now listing Cardinal Arinze as a possible
pope. Arinze was a serious candidate last time around but he is now aged 80 and
will not even be in the conclave. After Benedict’s resignation, it is unlikely the
Cardinals will go for someone who is only five years his junior. Cardinal Turk-
son from Ghana looks a more credible candidate at 64 but he may have dam-
aged his chances by giving too many press interviews that made him appear to
be campaigning for the post. The politics of the conclave can be quite dirty. 

Last time around, someone leaked the information that India’s Cardinal Dias
suffers from diabetes. This time the story has gone around that Cardinal Ouel-
let, a man who looks strong on paper with his excellent command of languages,
close links with Latin America, and important post in Rome as head of the Con-
gregation of Bishops, is a deadly dull speaker. Many would like to see Cardinal
Timothy Dolan of New York, a plain speaker and excellent communicator, but
critics are drawing attention to his limited command of foreign languages.

Only in America
In Britain God’s absence from Downton Abbey has not been a big issue but in
‘God’s own country’ this is a question of some interest. “Why, when the
scriptwriter Julian Fellowes is a Catholic, is there so little in Downton about
God?” Americans want to know. Writing in Christianity Today, Todd Dorman
described God as a ‘peripheral presence at best’. Ian Markham, an English-
man who is President of Virginia Theological Seminary, has gone native to
extent of worrying that ‘faith is relatively invisible’. It has been left to a
British commentator, Michael Walsh, to point out that high church Anglicans
like the Crawleys don’t do religion in public. He argues that if people in Eng-
land in the years after the Great War became devout they tended to turn to
Catholicism. 

Historian Callum Brown reminded Americans that Downton Abbey covers
a period when it became fashionable for people to lose their faith. But jour-
nalist David Gibson gets it right when he says that in a drama about tradition
and change, family religion is a marker of class and status and is concerned
more with doing what is right and proper than with holding correct beliefs.
Upper class anti-Catholicism may have been an eye-opener to American view-
ers. Lord Grantham was not pleased that his first grandchild was to be bap-
tised a Catholic. But, as Gibson points out, a fourth series is planned so there
is still time for Fellowes to channel Evelyn Waugh. 

The Whispering Gallery
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TWO bishops last week attracted
their share of opprobrium and sup-
port. In one case, retired Bishop

Wallace Benn’s perceived shortcomings
were to do with the alleged sin of omis-
sion. 

He stood accused of failing to report
serious allegations of sexual abuse to the
police. His defence was that he followed
both the letter and spirit of the law in
reporting serious matters to the diocesan
child protection officer. By implication
the fault lay with diocesan staff rather
than diocesan leadership.

Disciplinary proceedings cleared him
of any wrongdoing. But it has to be said
that questions remain about the fact that

following correct procedures does not
necessarily guarantee either the safety of
children or the openness and transparen-
cy that we should expect in such serious
matters.

As in the case of Jimmy Savile and the
BBC, it seems that senior staff are so
keen to follow the correct lines of
accountability that they end up dehuman-
ising the very process which is supposed
to protect the most vulnerable of humans
- children. Where was the natural curiosi-
ty that should have led senior BBC staff
and senior Diocesan leadership to ask
questions about the very ‘process’ they
were serving?

I have absolutely no doubt that as a

result of these scandals the Church of England, and the Diocese of Chichester in particular,
are much safer places for children. Yet all the reporting safeguards and procedures will not
protect children unless they are administered and led by those for whom justice, compas-
sion, and curiosity are overriding and urgent passions.

Theological examination needed

Safer churches
The Bishop of Buckingham, Alan Wilson,
has become a figure of controversy ever
since he ‘came out’ for gay ‘marriage’.

He blogs regularly and entertainingly on
his changing views. In his latest blog he
reflects on the ‘500 or so messages he has
received since he first put his head over the
parapet. He concludes from his mailbag that:
“it is simply false to claim there is no homo-
phobia in the Church. There is plenty of it,
apparently, and if church leaders do not
wake up and act to tackle it, the Church will
become, even more than it already is, a last
ditch for soft or hard prejudice that has now
faded elsewhere in society.”

Putting to one side the fact that I know of
no one who seriously pretends that hatred
and prejudice does not exist in the Church, I
have to question what his postbag really tells
us. He rather spuriously concludes that
because the vast majority of his respondents
are Christians this implies that non-Chris-
tians have moved on. The thought that
Christians are more likely to write to bishops
is a more likely conclusion to be drawn.

About 400 of his respondents are in sup-

port of him, leaving 20 per cent in opposi-
tion. Thankfully this does not lead him to
explicitly conclude that 80 per cent of Chris-
tians are in favour. Of the 100 negative
replies he points to 90 per cent which can
“only be seen as expressions of crude preju-
dice and bigotry.”

He writes that he has had a respectful and
interesting dialogue with about 10 of his hos-
tile respondents. It strikes me that very little
can be concluded from an email postbag. 

I am making a plea to people like Bishop
Alan Wilson, rather than resorting to person-
al attacks and the use of terms like ‘bigotry’
to explain in clear theological terms how and
why he has changed his mind. He cites only
‘five’ key passages associated with the sub-
ject of homosexuality but surely his previous
theology cannot have been so impoverished
that key Christian concepts of anthropology
escaped him? I applaud the fact that his
change of view is driven by a burning desire
for justice and compassion, but it seems to
me that the vision he offers is imperilling to
the salvation of the very people he should be
safeguarding.



Nigel Nelson
View from Fleet Street

Getting the message across?

Do you have a funny story, quotable quote or sermon illustration?
Send them to The Church of England Newspaper, 14 Great College
Street, London, SW1P 3RX or email cen@churchnewspaper.com

It makes you think…
A young American engineer was sent to Ireland by his company to work in a new elec-
tronics plant. It was a two-year assignment that he had accepted because it would enable
him to earn enough to marry his long-time girlfriend. 

She had a job near her home in Tennessee, and their plan was to pool their resources
and put a down payment on a house when he returned. 

They corresponded often, but as the lonely weeks went by, she began expressing
doubts that he was being true to her, exposed as he was to comely Irish lasses. 

The young engineer wrote back, declaring with some passion that he was paying
absolutely no attention to the local girls. “I admit,” he wrote, “that sometimes I’m tempted.
But I fight it. I’m keeping myself for you.” 

In the next mail, the engineer received a package. It contained a note from his girl and a
harmonica. 

“I’m sending this to you,” she wrote, “so you can learn to play it and have something to
take your mind off those girls.” 

The engineer replied, “Thanks for the harmonica. I’m practicing on it every night and
thinking of you.”

At the end of his two-year stint, the engineer was transferred back to company head-
quarters. 

He took the first plane to Tennessee to be reunited with his girl. 
Her whole family was with her, but as he rushed forward to embrace her, she held up a

restraining hand and said sternly, “Just hold on there a minute, Billy Bob. Before any seri-
ous kissin’ and huggin’ gets started here, let me hear you play that harmonica!“ 

Media interest rises in the Pope

Urban Myths
Surprised to see an empty seat at
the FA Cup Final, a diehard fan
remarked about it to a woman
sitting nearby. 

“It was my husband’s,” the
woman explained, “But he died.” 

“I’m very sorry,” said the man.
“Yet I’m really surprised that
another relative, or friend, didn’t
jump at the chance to take the seat
reserved for him.” 

“Beats me,” she said. 
“They all insisted on going to

the funeral.”

The retirement of the Pope is a big story.
But for the tabloid red-top newspapers
one might have thought slightly less so,

leaving the way open for the broadsheets to
go to town. The day after Benedict XVI
announced he was quitting due to ill health
The Sun led with Paul Gascoigne’s alcohol
problems and the Pope only merited a small
box at the top of the front page under the
headlines ‘Dun Roman’ and ‘Auf Wiederse-
hen, Pope’. The Daily Star had no mention on
its front page at all, devoting most of it to a
young lady in a bikini from TV’s Celebrity Big
Brother. But then the Daily Mail did not think
this was a front-page story either.

So it came as something of a surprise to see
the Daily Mirror not just hand over the whole
of the front page to the Pope, but pages
2,3,4,5,6 and 7, too. Three two-page spreads is
normally the kind of coverage reserved for a
catastrophic event like 9/11, a presidential
assassination or an intercontinental tsunami.

The explanation is likely to be the editorial
decision that as the Mirror has a lot of
Catholic readers in their north-west heart-
lands that was the story they would most
want to read. 

The leader column accepted that the event
may turn out to be just “a footnote in history”.
But the paper praised the Pope for embracing
modern communications, especially Twitter.
And it added: “He has put the needs of
Catholics ahead of the tradition that he stays
in office until he dies.”

But thanks to the success of Dan Brown’s
novels, the word Vatican is now inextricably
linked with conspiracy theories, and on Day
Two of the story the Daily Mirror was specu-
lating on a few of them; “shocking” new reve-
lations from the money laundering scandal;
Parkinson’s disease; a new paedophile scan-
dal. Even Roman Catholic and former Tory
MP Louise Mensch tentatively voiced suspi-
cions in The Sun. “Pope Benedict has said he

is sick in mind as well as body, causing
many to hope there is not more to the
resignation than the Vatican is saying.”
James Bone in The Times repeated
allegations appearing in the Italian
Press.

But even taking the conspiracies
away the next Pope will have plenty on
his plate. The scandal of the sex abuse
of children by priests is unlikely to go
away, and the leaking of Vatican docu-
ments by the Pope’s butler have
exposed the Curia – the Church’s cen-
tral government – as a seriously dys-
functional institution. “The reform of
the Vatican, which Pope Benedict only
began at the margins, has a long way to
go yet,” says veteran Vatican watcher
Clifford Longley. “Dencentralisation is
now imperative. His successor has a
huge and unenviable task.”

But the BBC said that the issue over-
shadowing all others, and which the
Anglican Church is also grappling
with, is the extension of equality laws.
Gay marriage legislation in France is a
Catholic problem, but the Church of
England must deal with the same
change happening here. And just as
the Catholic Church is being margin-
alised in the US because of court bat-
tles over sexual equality so the C of E
is being increasingly ignored in Britain
while there remains a question mark
over women bishops.

Pope Benedict made progress in pro-
moting women within the Church, par-
ticularly in administrative roles, but he
acknowledges their advancement is
still too slow. In 2007 he declared that

while the 12 apostles were men,
“among the disciples many women
were chosen... they played an active
role within the context of Jesus’ mis-
sion.” Yet he still refused to even con-
sider women priests which continues
to be a running sore in some Catholic
circles.

The lesson here is that congrega-
tions will continue to dwindle in both
the Catholic and Anglican faiths as
long as the attitudes of these churches
are seen as unreflective of the society
they seek to represent. And that is the
really big debate which needs to be
had. 

Just as the Catholic Church must
take stock over where it is, the Church
of England has to decide exactly what
it wants to be. As far as MPs are con-
cerned the C of E is becoming less rel-
evant and so they pay less attention
nowadays to what its leaders say. Bish-
ops speak every day in the House of
Lords but how often do you hear what
they have said repeated in the House
of Commons? And they are rarely quot-
ed in the newspapers.

This may of course not matter.
Though both Rowan Williams and
George Carey have said on several
occasions that they think it does. The
next Pope will have to wrestle with
how he wants to engage in the public
square.

And so will our new Archbishop,
Justin Welby.

Nigel Nelson is political editor of the
Sunday People
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A man went to see his
doctor for advice about
being cured of snoring.
The doctor asked, “Does
your snoring disturb your
wife?” 

The patient replied,
“Does it disturb my wife?
Why it disturbs the entire
congregation.”

Skinny cows
At a recent Tuesday Church in Lewes prison the story of
Joseph was told with some of the prisoners taking the parts
of the characters in the story. 

“Joseph” was told the dream of the skinny cows eating the
fat cows, when asked what this meant he immediately
replied: “The skinny ones were hungry”!

Thanks to a reader

Church Typos
Announcement in the
church bulletin for a
National Prayer and Fast-
ing conference: “The cost
for attending the Fasting
and Prayer conference
includes meals.”

Knowing
God is more than
knowing about him; it is a

matter of dealing with him as he
opens up to you, and being dealt

with by him as he takes knowledge
of you. Knowing about him is a nec-
essary precondition of trusting in
him, but the width of our knowl-
edge about him is no gauge of

our knowledge of him.
JI Packer

Notes, Quotes & Anecdotes
Judy West’s 
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With Mothering Sunday around the corner, it’s time we
turned our attention to getting a gift for the person who is
usually the one doing the giving. It may seem early, but

there’s nothing worse than a gift you have ordered turning up late, so
get online today! Whatever type of Mum you have, and whatever
budget you’re working with, we have gifts guaranteed to show you
care. And ladies, feel free to leave this page open on the coffee table if
you’re hoping to drop some hints...

For The Easily Pleased Mother!
Make a card
Gather together all the glitter, feathers and felt tip pens
you can find and make a creature she can keep forever.
You can even cut out pretty flowers or pictures from cards
you have been given in the past and stick them on.
Cost: FREE! 

Buy a card
Get a card with a Christian message this Mothering
Sunday and write a personal message inside. Remember
to put it in the post by Wednesday 6 March to be sure it
gets there in time!

Cost: From £0.95
www.eden.co.uk/shop

For The Mother who
deserves a treat

Traidcraft Earrings 
Beautiful earrings of rose-
coloured ceramic and sterling
silver flower studs hand
crafted by Peruvian artisans,
who are paid a fair price for
their work. A feel-good gift.
Cost: £10

Purple Marl Alpaca Cardigan
If you’re feeling generous this

year, treat your Mum to this
beautiful, fairly made cardigan.
A luxurious knitted open-style
cardigan, made from
lightweight purple marl alpaca,
great for those chilly spring
days. It can be hand washed
using shampoo to keep the
alpaca hair soft to the touch. 
A gift she will cherish forever.
Cost: £70:00
www.christianaid.traidcraftshop
.co.uk

For The Mother You Should See More Of

Make an Afternoon Tea
We are talking cucumber sandwiches, scones with jam and cream and
some little cakes. Serve with either Earl Grey or champagne if you’re
feeling extravagant. Use your best table cloth and spend an hour
catching up, preferably with the phone, television and children out of the
way!
Cost: This can easily be done cheaply, especially if you make the
sandwiches, scones and cakes yourself. Look on the internet for
reasonable recipes. 
Book an afternoon out
If you have the time and money, splash out on a treat for both of you. Be
waited on hand and foot while talking about all the
things that have happened since you last saw your
Mother. For those who are watching the pennies,
check on the internet for deals, as sites often have
money-saving vouchers. 
Cost: These usually start at about £10 per
person but can get a lot more expensive,
depending on the restaurant or hotel. 

For The Musical Mother

Call the Midwife: The Album
I am yet to come across a woman who can honestly say
they don’t like the BBC programme, Call The Midwife.
Amongst the wonderful characters, the charming plot and
the humorous dialogue, the music featured delighted
young and old. Now a CD, featuring many popular
classics by Doris Day, Malcolm Vaughan, Perry Como
and Andy Williams, as well as the Singing Nuns
performing various Psalms, has been released in time for
Mothering Sunday. Plus, the warming incidental musical
interludes from the series, and the Christmas Special, and
of course the title theme. If she loved the series, she will
love this. 

For the Chocoholic Mother

Buy a Bar
Indulge your Mum in a bar of
luxurious dark chocolate – and
promise you won’t pinch any. As
it’s organic
and the
producers are
fairly paid,
she can eat
guilt-free!
Cost: £2.20

Buy a Box
When a bar isn’t enough to show
how much you care, opt for these
chocolate bees, a reminder of how
vital bees are to the planet’s eco-
system, pollinating 70 per cent of

the food we eat. But they are
under threat, with numbers
dropping to dangerous levels. 

Cost: £4

www.traidcraft.co.uk

For the Domestic Goddess
Mother

For the Mother who has everything
Three Watering Cans
For the green fingered women who
has enough trowels and pots in her
shed, why not give watering cans to
west Africa to help them with their
agricultural ventures? Watering cans
could help farmers grow food to
feed their families and secure a
livelihood. Many people in Burkina
Faso make a living by farming. Help
them this Mothering Sunday. 

Cost: £12
www.presentaid.org

Ten Chicks
What could be better for the Mother
Hen who has it all than giving chicks
to the poorest region of Bolivia, El
Beni, providing nutritious eggs and
a chance to make money for the
people by selling any surplus. 

Cost: £29

Mother’s Day Gift Guide
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By Tony Higton

What is God saying to us through the remarkable
coincidence on 15 February of the arrival of the
near earth asteroid (which we were expecting)

and the meteor strike in Russia (which we weren’t
expecting)? Some would reply: “Nothing.” Others: “We
need to step up our observation and (hopefully) protec-
tion against such bodies.”

We are talking about a 10-ton meteor creating a devas-
tating sonic boom, a temperature of 2,500 degrees centi-
grade and an enormous explosion. Astronomers say
such objects enter our atmosphere between once a year
and once a decade. They can only hope to find a fraction
of objects the size of this meteor and the much larger
asteroid that passed earth later the same day. To deflect
asteroids would probably require decades of warning. It

is only a matter of time before one hits the
earth, as has happened in the more distant
past.

I do not believe the combined event sig-
nals the imminent end of the age! Nor do I
believe “God did it.” What I am saying is that
we should ask what God wants us to learn
from it. Think about it. The coincidence is
quite astonishing.

Listen to the comments in the secular
newspapers, eg the Guardian (16.02.13).

“Traditionally, a torpedo across the bow is
fired as a warning to change one’s behaviour
– and this coincidence of events should be a
warning to humanity that meteors are not
always as benign as ‘shooting stars’ and that
the next asteroid might not miss! Will we,
the crew of SS Earth heed this warning?”
(Rusty Schweikhart).

“Perhaps it’s better to use asteroids and
meteors as a way of thinking about the
fragility of existence. If the world were to
end tonight ...” (Roz Kaveney).

Then Professor Alan Fitzsimmons, a professional
astronomer searching for Near-Earth Asteroids, wrote
in the Independent: “...a small asteroid strike and flyby
within 24 hours may have been cosmic coincidence, or

perhaps mother nature is telling us to take this threat a
little more seriously.”

Russian prime minister prime minister, Dmitry
Medvedev commented: “It’s proof that not only are
economies vulnerable, but the whole planet.” 

So, the secular prophets are interpreting the event: a
shot across the bow as a warning to change behaviour;
the fragility of existence; “mother nature” speaking to us
and even a reference to the end of the world.

But what about the Christian prophets? Some may
speak out in similar ways (and, sadly, some of these will
be extremists) but experience teaches that many will
not.  Even on the Sunday after these astronomical
events many preachers will have avoided the subject.

Why is this? I believe there are several reasons:
Many Christians simply are not aware of the eschato-

logical (End Times) dimension to life. Neither are many

Christian teachers and preachers. 
If those teachers and preachers think about the sub-

ject they either feel lacking in confidence to speak about
it or they are embarrassed to do so because they see it
as happy hunting ground for unbalanced ‘prophets of
doom.’

So they ignore the subject as much as possible,
despite the fact that Jesus and the New Testament
emphasize it and call Christians to live in the light of the
End Times.

Thus they fall into a deceptive trap of the devil to pre-
vent the vital End Times message being conveyed to
Christians and, in appropriate ways, to unbelievers.
They fail to convey a message that is a strong motive for
holiness and evangelism amongst Christians and for
thinking seriously about eternal matters amongst unbe-
lievers. 

So what is God saying to us through this remarkable
astronomical coincidence that shows the fragility of life
on earth? In brief:

It is a reminder of the prospect of the End Times.
Jesus spoke of preliminary reminders – “wars and

rumours of wars ... earthquakes, famines and pesti-
lences in various places, and fearful events and
great signs from heaven ... but the end will not come
right away.” He intended us to remember his com-
ing when these traumatic events take place, even
when the End is not imminent.

Beyond that, after a time of great distress and suf-
fering for the inhabitants of earth, Jesus says:
“Immediately after the distress of those days ‘the
sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light; the stars will fall from the sky, and the heaven-
ly bodies will be shaken’”(Matt 24:29).  When such
things happen, Jesus will return (Matt 24:30-31).

Christians need to find their security not like the
world does - in material things, human efforts and
superficial assumptions that “all will be well” - but in
God’s love and their relationship with him.

Christians need to be aware of their ultimate
accountability to God (and of the world’s ultimate
accountability to him too). We shall all stand before
the judgment seat of Christ. We need to be prepared
for that.

The church and its teachers need to wake up to these
three issues and to proclaim that message as part of our
evangelism.

Will we listen? Will it change us?

tony@higton.info 

The meteor/asteroid coincidence
– what does it mean?

The hole in Lake Chebarkul formed by a meteorite fragment 



Dion 
Tank Full of Blues 
(Blue Horizon)

How many original rock and roll
artists (from the 1950s) can you
name, who are still making valid
contributions to music?

Dion is just such an artist. He was
Grammy-nominated for his acoustic
blues album Bronx in Blue, just two
releases ago, and that was well-
deserved.

After another acoustic outing, he
has returned to electric blues for
this set of tunes, which came from
what Dion calls in his liner notes,
“the most creative period of song-
writing in my life.”

Maybe nearing the end of his career helps drive
the energy that comes through in the growling gui-
tar undercurrent of Ride’s Blues (for Robert Johnson),
the fresh verve of Michelle and the gorgeous groove
of the Two Train Medley. John Mayall seems to shine
through the casually glistening guitar work of the

tribute song I Read It in the Rolling Stone.
There is also something about his singing that

reveals his passion for these songs. Just check out
the end of Michelle and the way that he staccatos the
line about “Mississippi mud” in Ride’s Blues.

Although several 12-bar pieces fail to stretch
Dion’s creative muscles, he ends the disc in a com-

pletely different tone with Bronx
Poem, a bold statement of faith.
Talking over an acoustic shuffle
and electric fills, Dion comes out
with an almost stream of con-
sciousness reflection of what God
has done for him in his life.

Several bits only make sense
when you know his history –
growing up in the Bronx, his
drug addiction and the songs
that rejuvenated his career. After
mentioning Martin Luther King
and Elvis, the rock and roll king,
Dion states: “I ride with the King
of kings. He brought me

through.”
If he never recorded again, this would be a power-

ful valediction, but there is no sign yet of the man
stopping. As he ends his liner notes, he asks, “Now,
what am I going to do next?”

Derek Walker

cen@churchnewspaper.com facebook.com/churchnewspaper                  @churchnewspaper

Bruce Willis tries to
breathe new life into film
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CD REVIEW

They’re all at it. Sylvester Stallone (66)
in Bullet to the Head and Arnold
Schwarzenegger (65) in The Last

Stand have joined the pensioner action
movie genre, so for Bruce Willis (at a mere
57) to appear in a fifth Die Hard movie hard-
ly raises an eyebrow.

A Good Day to Die Hard (dir. John Moore,
cert. 12A) finds John McClane (Willis) off to
Moscow to find out why his son Jack (Jai
Courtney) is in prison. As John McClane Jr
he was a child in Die Hard (1988), played by
Noah Land, but we’ve heard nothing about
him since (nor about Noah Land) but, would-
n’t you know it, he’s not exactly followed in
his father’s footsteps as a cop – no, he’s CIA.

Straight away, the first thing that comes to
mind is franchise – let’s find someone to
whom Bruce’s Die Hard mantle, or vest, can
be handed. Bluntly, they’ll need better sto-
ries and scripts than this to keep it fresh, as
the latest plot line is very thin, and it’s hardly
worth starting on what’s credible and what
isn’t.

Jack’s on the trail of Chagarin (Sergei Kolesnikov), a
Russian oligarch with political ambitions, whose former
comrade in corruption, Komarov (Sebastian Koch), is
about to testify against him. Jack has persuaded prosecu-
tors that he can incriminate Komarov, and Jack’s on trial
too.

His dad happens to arrive at the Moscow courtroom just
as Chagarin’s men, led by Alik (Radivoje Bukvic), blast
their way through the walls to capture and kill Komarov.
Jack rescues Komarov and drives off in a delivery van,
pursued by Alik in a big armoured van, pursued by John
in whatever vehicle he can steal.

Lots of smashed cars later, John and Jack and Komarov
have escaped, and meet Komarov’s daughter Irina
(Yuliya Snigir), but Alik finds them and takes Komarov.
When Alik is told to kill John and Jack, of course he
engages them in conversation first, giving them time…

Anyway, it all goes back to the Chernobyl nuclear
accident, and they end up in the ghost town of Pripyat
where Alik has taken Komarov to find the file that

will incriminate Chagarin. The
good news is that there’s a
secret spray that will instantly
neutralise radiation so they
can enter the secret vault and
find the secret file.

There’s not much subtle
about it, and the major twists
are not exactly surprising, but
I did like the henchman with a
Soviet Union tattoo and the big
explosion with a statue of
Lenin in the foreground.
There are so many explosions,
the chance of having a Lenin
statue nearby must have been
high.

I suppose a singing Moscow
taxi-driver and a dancing gang-
ster add a bit of frivolity, but
don’t go for the jokes. This is
for lovers of bullets, bombs,
and busted cars.

So to good films, and the Oscar® nominations for this Sunday’s ceremony. I suppose Lincoln may still be in with a
shout as best picture but, after winning the Golden Globe and BAFTA, Ben Affleck’s Argo is the clear favourite.

It’s odd that Affleck is not up for best director, but there are only five nominees against nine for best picture. Steven
Spielberg for Lincoln seems the likeliest winner, but in bringing together a picture with lots of different strands,
Ang Lee for Life of Pi would be my choice – and Lee’s cinematographer Claudio Miranda may take that prize.

Biggest surprise of the night would be if Daniel Day-Lewis doesn’t win best actor for playing Abraham Lincoln.
Jennifer Lawrence for Silver Linings Playbook may be under threat from Emmanuelle Riva (who turns 86 on
Oscar night) for Amour, but I don’t see Hollywood being quite as European-minded as BAFTA, though Jessica
Chastain’s Golden Globe for Zero Dark Thirty might sway minds.

All the supporting actor nominees have already won an Oscar, and it looks to be between Christopher Waltz
(Django Unchained) and Tommy Lee Jones (Lincoln) - I’ll go for Tommy Lee. After “I dreamed a dream” it’s
hard to see even Sally Field as Mrs Lincoln keeping Anne Hathaway from securing best supporting actress for
Les Misérables.

Michael Haneke’s Amour looks a cert for the film in a foreign language award, and I’m delighted that my
favourite film of last year, Searching for Sugar Man, looks set to take best documentary. Its subject, singer Sixto

Rodriguez, missed the film’s BAFTA performing in South Africa but his tour there has just finished so let’s
hope he can get to LA in time.

Steve Parish

Anciano 
Tempranillo Gran Reserva 2004
Waitrose £8.99

Aged at least seven years, with two in oak barrels, this
Spanish red comes from Valdepenas, south of Don
Quixote’s La Mancha. Together, bang in the centre of
Spain, they are one of the largest wine growing areas
in the world. Tempranillo has in most eyes — or
rather mouths -- the highest rating of that country’s
black grapes, and is used for Spain’s star red, Rioja. 

This bottle’s label is in antique style with the tradi-
tional glinting gold wire surrounding, proclaiming
it considers itself a worthy competitor to some Rio-
jas. Aromatic on the nose, deep red in the glass,
the first sip discovers ripe fruit, berries and dark
plums, then above all raspberries. There’s deep
mellowness here, a good softness due to the aging,
balanced by some minerality with hints of herb.
The fruit is maintained both towards and in the
enjoyable finish.

Excellent value for the price, it makes a good
choice for winter dishes, such as roast lamb, duck,
or a beef casserole. For vegetarians, ratatouille
with red and yellow peppers, and aubergine, is
strongly recommended. The Alcohol by Vol. is a
moderate 13%.

Graham Gendall Norton

Wine of the Week



Balthasar examined
Balthasar: A (very) Crit-
ical Introduction
Karen Kilby
Eerdmans, pb, £16.99; 

Is Scripture Holy? 
AE Harvey
Eerdmans, pb, £16.99

When Rowan Williams was about to
make his first visit to Benedict
XVI he announced that one of the

subjects he looked forward to discussing
with the Pope was the theology of Hans urs
von Balthasar. The Archbishop is just one
of a large number of non-Roman Catholics
who have been influenced by the Swiss
theologian. 

A man who was regarded with suspicion
at Rome in the 1950s and who was not invit-
ed as a ‘peritus’ to Vatican II is now hailed
as one of the 20th century’s greatest the-
ologians, even as one of the greatest the-
ologians of all time. He died just before
John Paul II could confer a Cardinal’s hat
on him but a future pope, Joseph Ratzinger
gave the homily at his funeral.

Karen Kilby has written the best intro-
duction to Balthasar’s work I have read.
She has already written two excellent
books on Karl Rahner and it is easy to see
that her sympathies are more with him
than with Balthasar. But this does not stop
her recognising the vast scope of
Balthasar’s work or his ability to relate

Christian faith to literature, music and phi-
losophy. As Henri du Lubac put it,
Balthasar was probably the most cultured
man of his time. Unfortunately, as Kilby
points out, the downside of this that he can
be hard to read since his theology often
proceeds by an exegesis of other works.

At the heart of Kilby’s criticism of
Balthasar is a point made by Rahner: he
often writes as if he had a special insight
into the divine mind or was able to see
things from God’s point of view. ‘To make
pluralism into a sympathy – as good old
Balthasar does – a sympathy which we can
hear as such: this is fundamentally impos-
sible,’ Rahner told the English Jesuit,
Philip Endean.

There is little tentativeness in
Balthasar’s theology. Whether he is pro-
nouncing on the differences between men
and women or discussing the inner life of
the Trinity he seems assured in his conclu-
sions without every really providing sup-
porting reasons. People who do not agree
with him ‘lack the eye to see’. Balthasar
describes his theology as ‘dramatic’ but he
himself appears to stand outside the drama
as a critic rather than an actor in full knowl-
edge of all that is happening and where the
drama ends. 

Once or twice Kilby is so keen to criti-
cise that she overlooks value in Balthasar’s
work. It is possible to rescue his compari-
son between our response to divine revela-
tion and the way we are transfixed by a
great work of art from the criticisms she

makes about it. But Kilby is right to ques-
tion the emphasis Balthasar placed on suf-
fering and she may well also be right in her
suggestion that Adrienne von Speyr’s
visions and extraordinary experiences
were a source of the certainty in
Balthasar’s work although this is a point
she is reluctant to develop.

In the end Kilby concludes that although
there is much to learn from Balthasar we
should not learn from him how to be a the-
ologian. AE Harvey’s book is very differ-
ent in style from Balthasar. Looking at
scripture, Balthasar stressed the unity of
the New Testament, its beauty and its
glory. Harvey is more concerned to exam-
ine the credentials of the New Testament
in detail. Is it historically accurate? Is it
consistent? Can it function as an ethical
guide or nourish the spiritual and liturgical
life of Christians?

Although Harvey asks searching ques-
tions, his final conclusions are positive.
The Gospels stand comparison with other
historical works of the time and provide us
with a tradition that is consistent and
unlikely to be fabricated. A fabricated
Jesus is unlikely to have made the mark on
the world that Jesus has done. John’s
gospel is different and complements the
synoptics but we should not rule out the
conclusion that on certain topics it may be
more historically accurate. 

As far as moral teaching is concerned,
Harvey stresses that Jesus was concerned
not to lay down rules but to challenge peo-

ple to cultivate the habits and virtues that
lead to eternal life. Paul produced more
rules as he tried to interpret the meaning
of Christ’s teaching for concrete moral
problems of his day.

Harvey has produced a good overview of
the New Testament that has one surprising
omission. He has nothing to say about the
Resurrection and this means there is a big
gap at the heart of his work. He has sensible
words to say about Christ’s miracles but
avoids the most important miracle of all. 

Paul Richardson
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The Northern Renaissance: Durer to
Holbein 
at The Queen’s Gallery until 14 April

The term ‘Renaissance’ at once con-
jures the genius of Bellini and Botti-
celli, Leonardo and Michelangelo,

and the cultural power-houses of Florence,
Rome and Venice. Yet beyond the Alps
another transformative cultural movement
likewise broke with Later Gothic mediae-
valism on a wave of a new Christian human-
ism: the ‘Northern Renaissance’. 

Based mainly in Antwerp, Augsburg,
Nurenberg and Wittenberg, its main thrust
was from 1470s to 1550s. Like its Italian
progenitor, it was rooted in rediscovered
Classicism; utterly unlike it, it was pro-
foundly shaped by the political dynamics
and cultural consequences of the Protes-
tant Reformation, notably a general rejec-
tion of devotional imagery. With the
invention of printing in mid-15th century
Germany mass-marketed its creations.

This movement is splendidly illumined
by the eponymous exhibition at the
Queen’s Gallery, splendidly presenting
some 140 paintings, drawings, prints,
miniatures, tapestries and other Royal Col-
lection items. 

Mercantile prosperity fuelled artistic
innovation. Jan Gossaert of thriving
Antwerp studied antiquities in Rome: the
first Flemish artist to image Classical
mythology and the nude, he deployed the
latter memorably in his Adam and Eve
series, blending traditional Christian sym-
bolism with Renaissance faithfulness to the
human form. Innovative in studies of chil-
dren, his Young Princess is a charming
gem.

Humanism and Protestant individualism
exalted portraiture for status and personal
commemoration: humility expressed in
anonymous patronage or mini-portraits in
grand devotional works became outmoded.
Across northern Europe, portraiture
became firmly established as a distinctive
genre by 1540s. Joos van Cleve of Antwerp
painted a dignified study of Queen Eleano-
ra of France and a spirited one of Henry
VIII of England, perhaps to mark his sum-
mit with Francis I of France. 

Quentin Massys is famed for a striking
portrait of Erasmus, a gift for Sir Thomas
More. Hans Memling of Bruges, whose
Portrait of a Man heightens the impact of
its unidentified face by black costume and
background, often set a realistic gaze in
appealing landscape. Ulrich Apt of Augs-

burg caught the vogue for double-
image marriage portraits. Jean and
Francois Clouet won renown for imag-
ing the French court and developing
the new medium of portrait miniature. All
served an eager clientele of kings, nobles
and merchants. 

Hans Holbein the Younger’s eminence in
this genre was confirmed by his remark-
able studies of courtiers of Henry VIII, who
appointed him royal painter in 1536, with
acutely rendered characterisation his hall-
mark: that of Thomas Howard, Duke of
Norfolk, powerfully conveys a command-
ing presence. On display also are Holbein’s
drawings, miniatures and book illustra-
tions, including his frontispieces for More’s
Utopia and Erasmus’ Greek and Latin New
Testaments.

The greatest printmaker of his time,
Albrecht Durer of Nurenberg created top-
quality woodcuts and engravings on reli-
gious and secular subjects: the wide range
on show is a key feature of this exhibition.
His 1498 edition of the Book of Revelation,
titled Apocalypse, setting his sensational
even horrific images alongside Biblical
text, caught the Europe-wide mood of anxi-
ety pre-1500, when many feared the world
would end. Its vivid visions of Divine Judge-

ment soon much influ-
enced Protestant visual propaganda against
Rome. Durer converted to Lutheranism -
but urged toleration rather than conflict. 

Lucas Cranach the Elder, court painter to
Frederick, Elector of Saxony in Witten-
berg, focus of the Reformation, became a
close friend of Martin Luther — whom he
painted several times — and powerful
image-maker for Protestantism. However,
this exhibition highlights his debt to Classi-
cism in Apollo and Diana, and Judgement
of Paris, both works setting his hallmark
sinuous nudes in forest landscapes. Yet
Mediaeval influences linger: Cranach, who
lived from 1472 to 1553, bridged the Late
Gothic and Renaissance worlds, and even
the Catholic and Protestant ones, serving
patrons of both allegiances. 

Brian Cooper

The Northern Renaissance is at The
Queen’s Gallery, Buckingham Palace, until

14 April.

Admission: £9.25: various concessions.

Celebrating
the
Renaissance



Janey Lee Grace
Live Healthy! Live Happy!

The first correct entry drawn will win a book of the Editor’s choice. Send your
entry to Crossword Number 837, The Church of England Newspaper, 
14 Great College Street, Westminster, London, SW1P 3RX by next Friday 
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NEW OR REFURBISHED 

SCRIBBLE PAD

and he became their commander' [1Sam/NIV] (2,4)
9 Christian celebration whose date involves the vernal equinox and a full moon

(6)
10 Bethlehem landowner, great-grandfather of David [Ruth] (4)
11 Norway's patron saint (either spelling) (4)
13 St Stephen was the first one [Acts] (6)
17 'But the rock that struck the ------ became a huge mountain...' [Dan/NIV] (6)
18 Spring where David sought refuge from Saul [1 Sam] (2,4)
19 'And Mordecai sent letters to all the Jews...in regard to their times of fasting

and -----------' [Esther/NIV] (11)

Down

1 'Holy of ------', sanctum of a shrine, the adytum (6)
2 'You ---- -- walk in these ways...' [Col/NIV] (4,2)
3 Relating to the 50th day after Easter (11)
4/14 '...God has put the apostles...at the end of the procession, like those con-

demned to die -- --- -----' [1Cor/NIV] (2,3,5)
5 Roman province, an area much worked by Paul, covering modern-day west-

ern Turkey [Acts; Rev] (4)
6 Babylonian guard who burned down the Temple in Jerusalem [2Kgs] (11)
12 'Let us fear the Lord our God, who gives ------ and spring rains in season'

[Jer/NIV] (6)
14 See 4
15 Mesopotamian river on whose banks were built the cities of Nineveh and

Ashur [Gen; Dan] (6)
16 Head of a chapter of canons in the Anglican Church (4)

Solutions to last week’s crossword

Across: 7 Repair, 8 Apples, 9 Joel, 10 Ashkelon, 11 Mary Magdalene, 13 Preordination, 16 In
detail, 17 Baby, 19 Severe, 20 Oracle. 

Down: 1 Nebo, 2 Barley, 3 Bread and water, 4 Bathed in blood, 5 Appeal, 6 Be born to, 12
Arranged, 14 Obeyed, 15 Tobiah, 18 Ball. 
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Across

3 Parable of Jesus [Luke] (8,3)

7 '------ Aaron and his sons...so they may
serve me as priests' [Exod/NIV] (6)

8 'All those...-- ---- gathered around him,

Infant Formula Milks should carry a health warning,
according to the Save the Children charity. The lead-
ing charity declared that a cigarette-style health warn-

ing declaring that breast is best should cover at least a
third of the packaging. Critics say that this would only
pile extra guilt on new mothers who want to breastfeed
but are unable to do so. 

The report, ‘Superfood for babies’, is quite clear on its
findings: they point out that Colostrum - the rich milk
that is produced in the first few hours of life, has huge
benefits for newborn babies and can help with lifelong
immunity. They also point out that some formula milk
companies use marketing practices that could seem to
persuade the mother that formula milk is best.

What a tragic state of affairs when something so natu-
ral as breastfeeding has got mixed up with marketing
and PR spin. As patron of the Association of Breastfeed-
ing Mothers (ABM) I am passionate about encouraging
new mums to breastfeed but also well aware that this is
such an emotive topic and hardly likely to be solved by
some capital letters plastered across packaging.

Surely we need to go back to basics and look at all the
practices around prenatal care, birth and beyond to

ensure that the natural approach is taken throughout.
Women have been having babies for millions of years
and what was a perfectly natural event has been turned
into a medical condition, requiring the infinite wisdom of
scientists and doctors. In fact mothers know best, preg-
nancy is not an illness but it can throw up some miser-
able symptoms. Over the years intervention and
medicalisation of the birthing process has become the
norm. In some cases an unsatisfactory birth experience
can have an adverse knock on effect in the very natural
process of breastfeeding.

It’s also documented that the increasing popularity of
Caesarean births is contributing to a dramatic rise in
cases of diabetes in young children. Of course I’m
thrilled that Caesarean births have saved lives but I’m
unsure that they should be a lifestyle choice.

Back on the breastfeeding, breast milk must be one of
the most amazing foodstuffs known to man: not only is it
top in the nutrition charts but it’s a living food designed
to match exactly the individual requirements of your
baby at each and every stage of his early development.
What is more, it constantly changes its chemical nature,
not only over days and weeks but on an hourly basis, tai-

loring itself to your baby’s rhythms and needs throughout
each day and it’s delivered at exactly the right temperature.
You can’t buy anything to rival it. Its free, requires no addi-
tives, preservatives, bottles or wasteful packaging – and no
health warning needed! 

Of course not everyone can breastfeed but I do believe that
if the medical profession as a whole took a more natural
approach to pregnancy, birth and beyond, women might feel
supported to at least give breastfeeding a try. There are excel-
lent trained counsellors on hand 24/7 to offer support. 

Breast is always best!
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Peter Mullen
Mr Cameron has taken advice from Baldrick and
hatched a cunning plan. We must first congratulate
the Prime Minister on his ingenuity in finding fresh
ways to destroy the Conservative Party. Not con-
tent with the measure of destruction wrought by
John Major in surrendering what was left of our
national sovereignty to the EU superstate in the
Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, Cameron is waging
war on our traditional institutions. 

His zeal for homosexual wed-
dings has split the Tories in parlia-
ment and throughout the land. We
recall John Major’s nice line in
abuse when he referred to those
members of his own party who
opposed further integration into
the EU as “bastards.” I don’t know
that Dave can match John’s cre-
ativity in the use of invective, but
I’m sure he has a term for those
136 Tory MPs who voted against
homosexual marriage. There is
the much-abused word “maver-
ick,” but this only makes us won-
der how the Tory party descended so far into the
pit that now the only term for a traditional conser-
vative is “maverick.” The faithful are now described
as renegades, and we live in Orwelliana.

Why did Cameron propose homosexual mar-
riage? Was he bent on a suicide trip? No – he is too
clever and ambitious for that. And this is where his
cunning plan comes in. Cameron and his cronies
have done the modern equivalent of consulting the
entrails. They have listened to the focus groups. So
now they know on which side their ciabatta is olive-
oiled. They have been told that traditional Tories –
real Tories – no longer form the bedrock of the
party and that many are over 65 which, in our ever-
so-yoof-full modern society, qualifies them for the
geriatric ward if not for the anteroom to the crema-
torium.

The new generation of Conservatives is made up
of slick young men and fashionable young women.
They are not Tories in the sense we always under-
stood by that word; anything Johnson and
Coleridge would recognise as Tory, or even any-
thing Keith Joseph and John Redwood would recog-
nise. Today’s Conservative Party activists are
libertarians who have fully accommodated all the
social “reforms” in public policy of the last 40 years.
They cut their teeth of women’s lib, so to speak.
Their catechism was “Diversity.” Contradictorily,
because they do not discern the essence of the
body politic, they are also vigorous enthusiasts for
the Big State. Their shibboleths are the NHS and
state education. 

And they love it when an interfering government
prescribes what is morally right and compels them
to be free. Cameron and the rest of his junta are
comparatively young and quite happy to hang
around until the old guard departs for the Great
Carlton Club in the Sky.

The reason I regurgitate all this lugubrious histo-
ry is not out of any residual affection for the Con-
servative Party, but because these things are an
exact replica of what is happening in the Church of
England. Here too there is a cunning plan that
seems to be working very well. As we all know,
there were for a couple of centuries three main par-
ties in the church: High, Low and Broad. There was
for the most part peaceful co-existence among

these groups, with only the occasional outbreak of
hostilities. But during the 1960s the balance of
power changed decisively. “Liberal” theology, like
sexual intercourse according to Philip Larkin,
began in 1963 with the publication of Robinson’s
Honest to God. This was succeeded by a cataract of
demythologising and debunking texts such as the
Secular Meaning of the Gospel and the Myth of
God Incarnate.

The climate was relentless progressivism that
showed itself in perpetual liturgical tinkering and
the Church’s backing for the tide of social policy
innovations as these affected contraception, abor-

tion and homosexual law
reform. The good old C of E
was no longer the Tory party at
prayer and, if not quite or not
yet, the socialist party at the
barricades, it aspired at least to
become the Lib Dems at the
sherry party. 

The consequences of this
revolution have been far-reach-
ing and irreversible. The High
churchmen were defeated on
the issue of women priests and
the consecration of women to
the episcopate is a done deal.

Liturgical reform brought a new babel in which no
two churches conduct the same services. So much
for “All the realm shall have one use.” Liberals were
in the van of liturgical reform, trumpeting their
Alternative Service Book 1980 as “the greatest pub-
lishing event in 400 years.” In the true spirit of lib-
eralism, they banned this book of variants a mere
20 years later. The Low party, forever characterised
by the solemn elevation of the collecting plate at
11am Matins, faded away. And the thriving evangel-
ical movement has commendable disregard for the
commanding bureaucracy and tends to do its own
thing.

I coined a slogan to advertise the contemporary
C of E: ABSOLUTE RELATIVISM RULES OK. In
one of his last interviews as Archbishop, Rowan
Williams urged the church to listen more attentive-
ly to what our present society is saying: effectually
that we should catch up with secular opinions about
diversity. I imagine a rewrite of one of Our Lord’s
farewell discourses in which he instructs his disci-
ples: “Go forth, make unto yourselves that which is
called focus groups and hearken unto them.”

The Liberal – really totalitarian – regime is now
completely established, almost. The modernised,
bureaucratised bishops have simply promoted one
another these last 40 years, achieving their present
hegemony. Most clergy can always be relied upon
to vote in their own interest and support whatever
wheezes invented by the bishops. Admittedly, there
is a little local difficulty with the House of Laity in
the Synod, but this will soon be extirpated by a
small gang of bishops behind closed doors – with a
little help from Frank Field MP.

What are traditionalists to do? I shall follow the
advice of CH Sisson: “They can stay and fight their
corner, struggling for an intelligibility which might
come again, and will come, if it is the truth they are
concerned with. They can sit on pillars in some
recess of the national structure, waiting for better
times. Or they can let their taste for having an eccle-
siastical club carry them into one or other of those
international gangs of opinion – that which has its
headquarters in Rome or that which has a shadowy
international meeting-place in Canterbury. For my
part, I shall prefer those who stay and fight their
corner, content to be merely the Church in a place.”

Refusing to face the crucial
question of compassion

It is shocking that horsemeat for days grabbed the headlines, displac-
ing the Francis Report on unnecessary deaths in NHS care. As taxpay-
ers, as Christians, as members of society and the human race we
should face up to the Mid Staffs Inquiry, and can easily do so at
http://www.midstaffsinquiry.com/pressrelease.html. Volume 2 of the
report gives the vast list of incidents complained about by patients,
their relatives, their MPs and others, and these make astonishing and
grisly reading. The humiliation of aged people left in unspeakable con-
ditions, left without water and having to drink what was in their vases
of flowers, diabetics fatally given the wrong medication, contempt and
insults dished out to patients, the horror story goes on. It was conven-
ient for government, opposition and media to move swiftly on rather
than face this. And it was convenient to blame ‘the system’ and not to
probe more deeply into why suffering patients could be given cruel
care in NHS wards and on such a scale. Francis blamed the shortage of
nursing staff and chronic managerial ignoring of ‘whistleblowing’ as
two major causes of the crisis. Warnings issued by the HealthCare
Commission had been ignored. A policy of targets needing to be met at
all costs, never mind the effects on actual patients in beds, was also
mentioned as a cause. 

Mr Francis QC sometimes uses the language of ‘fundamentals’, as if
grasping after some foundational quality needed in any health care
organisation. But perhaps more important to him is a ‘duty of candour’
by the professionals about failings, rather than going deeper into pro-
moting the quality of caring and compassion in all NHS officers, being
managers, doctors, nurses and health care assistants. That seems to be
the elephant in the room being avoided in the report and responses to
it. The training of nurses went into the polytechnics, off the wards,
away from the apprenticeship system of inducting new nurses into the
tradition of care and putting the patient first. No one is asking the ques-
tion whether this was the fault line leading to the present situation.
Indeed if that was a disastrous policy mistake, academicising nursing
away from practical care, our political masters are making it even
worse by insisting that nursing become an ‘all graduate profession’
very soon. 

Placements as observers on wards are no substitute for being inte-
grated into the ward practice from day one of training, to gain the ethos
of care as utterly vital. When questioned about how, or whether, nurses
were trained for incontinent patients by Rosie Cooper MP, Jane Cum-
mings ‘Chief Nursing Officer for the NHS in England’, shocked MPs
by answering that she did not know details of their undergraduate
training, (see select committee on nursing, 22 Jan qn 96). Moving
nurse training from the wards and the tradition rooted in Christian
virtue of care, we can now see, was a disaster for the general public.
But it suits none of our political parties even to ask the question, per-
haps because it opens up the question of ‘the costs of de-Christianisa-
tion’?

Comment

‘These things are an
exact replica of  what
is happening in the
Church of  England’

Cameron’s cunning
plan goes awry
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The God who hears our cries; the God who guides our
path … Now we think about the God who makes himself
known to us. That in itself is an amazing concept: that the
Creator of the Universe, the infinite power that brought all
things into being, actually wants us to know what he’s like
and invites us to come to him. 

This is the great invitation of the Bible. ‘If you seek me
with all your heart, you will find me,’ (Jeremiah 29:13).
‘Ask and it will be given to you, seek and you will find,
knock and it will be opened to you,’ (Matthew 7:7). It is up
to us human beings to do the seeking, asking, and knock-
ing. But it is up to Almighty God to show himself to us and
invite us to come into his presence. 

More dramatically, sometimes the invitation is put the
other way round. ‘Listen, I am standing at the door knock-
ing,’ says Jesus in one of Revelation’s less complicated
visions (3:20). He’s outside the lukewarm church at
Laodicea. ‘If you hear my voice’, he says, ‘and open the

door, I will come in to you and eat with you, and you with
me.’ Holman Hunt painted the scene, and it’s often used by
evangelists to urge people to ‘ask Jesus into their lives’.
Fair enough. But in fact it’s a whole Church that’s inside,
and the Son of God who’s outside. And - this is the point -
he’s pleading to be let in. 

The God who makes himself known
So the God of the Bible is a God who wants to be known.
He’s not a ‘secret’ God, but a God of revelation. Obviously
we can’t ‘understand’ him. We can’t work him out or dis-
cover him with our microscopes and telescopes. If God is
almighty and all-knowing (and what sort of ‘god’ would he
be if he weren’t?) we are dependent on him to let us know
what he is like. The universal witness of the Bible is that he
has done that - though gradually, and over long ages.

‘God, who gave to our forefathers many different
glimpses of the truth, has now, at the end of the present
age, given us the truth in his Son,’ (Hebrews 1:1-2). That,
in a nutshell, is the story of the Bible - from glimpses to the
whole picture. 

But how exactly are we supposed to ‘see’ God or ‘find’
him? The human search for God, as the Bible relates it, has
followed many paths. One is the lived experience of those
who believe in him and live by that belief. Somehow, we
can often ‘see God’ in them. For other people the path is
the mystery of our very existence.

The Scriptures
But most of us need a more specific path to knowledge of
God, and that is offered in the Bible. In these writings we
have, as it were, an inspired scrapbook of the human race’s
experience of God. Here are records, stories, visions,
poems and songs which tell how, down the ages, people
have encountered the Divine. Some of it will be more rele-
vant to us today than other parts, but it would be a cold
heart that isn’t stirred by this record of humankind’s long
search for the ultimate prize: the unfolding revelation of
the nature of our Creator. 

Jesus made this astonishing claim to his disciples: ‘Who-
ever has seen me has seen the Father,’ (John 14:9). It is a
staggering claim, but it has stood the test of time. If you
want to know what God is like, look at Jesus. The culmina-
tion of our search for God is his Son, Jesus.

The New Testament writers pass on to us today the
impact and meaning of his amazing life on those who knew
him and followed him on earth. Jesus is, they would claim,
the culmination of the human search for God, and of God’s
search for us.

What are you seeking?
Early in John’s Gospel there’s a scene with all the hall-
marks of authentic personal memory. Two followers of
John the Baptist heard him say, as Jesus walked by, ‘Look,
here’s the Lamb of God!,’ (John 1:35-36). So they followed
this person to find out more. As they trailed Jesus, he
turned and asked them what they were seeking. ‘Rabbi
[Teacher], where are you staying?’ was their rather inept
reply. Possibly they meant, ‘Can we come and spend some
time with you?’ Anyway, Jesus’ answer was clear and invit-
ing: ‘Come and see.’

In a sense, that’s always been the divine invitation.
You’re looking for answers, explanations. Your ‘god’ is a
mystery, sometimes a frightening one. If there is a Creator,
a heavenly Power who shapes our lives, what is he (or she
or it) like? Well, ‘Come and see!’ Look at the world you live
in. Lift your eyes to the stars. Look into your own imagina-
tion, and that of others. See the signs of love in human rela-
tionships, the touch of a friendly hand, the enfolding arms
of a nursing mother. Best of all - as those disciples were to
discover - Jesus says, look at me. When you do, you may
begin to see God. Come and see!

There is a BOOKLET and CD to accompany these notes.
The CD contains five 14-minute radio-style starters for
group discussion featuring Baroness Shirley Williams,
Bishop Stephen Cottrell, Rev Prof David Wilkinson and Rev
Lucy Winkett. Dr David Hope introduces the course.

Booklet: £3.90 (£3.40 each for orders of five or more) 
CD: £10.99 (£8.99 each for two or more)
Transcript of CD/audiotape: £4.99 (£3.10 each for two or
more) 
TASTER PACK (1 CD, 1 booklet, 1 transcript) £17.65 –
saves £2.23
Free 2nd class p&p in the UK; add £2 for 1st class post.
Subsidised postage overseas.
Buy online and save at www.yorkcourses.co.uk 
Credit/debit cards accepted. Tel: 01904 466516. 
Cheques with order to: ‘York Courses’, PO Box 343 York
YO19 5YB, UK 
Email: glimpses2013@yorkcourses.co.uk
www.yorkcourses.co.uk

CANON DAVID WINTER was Head of Religious
Broadcasting at the BBC. He is a prolific author and a
popular broadcaster.

QUESTIONS FOR GROUPS 
BBIBLE READING: John 14:1-10

1. On track [26] of the CD/Transcript Shirley
Williams describes a dramatic answer to prayer.
Have you experienced anything like that?
Faith is often described as a journey. Share where
you think you are on that journey: just starting out,
on the way, nearly there, struggling, arrived … What
are the hindrances on the road? And what have you
found to be helpful?
2. Read Luke 15:11-32. What do we learn about God
from this famous parable? You might care to discuss
one or two other Bible passages which have helped
you to understand God better. 
3. Read Matthew 10:42 and 25:36. Mother Teresa saw
God in the faces of the poor. On the CD Stephen
Cottrell says he tries to see Christ in everyone he
meets. This can be very difficult! What about people
we don’t like? What about violent people? 
4. Was/is the Church a help or a hindrance in your
search for God, and in your own journey into faith?
Do you believe that God searches for us – perhaps
before we search for him? 
5. Read 1 Corinthians 15:22. Does John 14:6 exclude
non-Christians from God’s presence? (You might find
it interesting to listen to track [27] on the course CD
where that question is discussed.)
6. Read James 2:19. ‘Believing’ in God has two quite
separate meanings: believing that he exists; and
putting our faith in him. Can you tease out the
distinction? What practical difference might either of
these make to our lives?
7. In which other ways, places or circumstances,
have members of the group experienced ‘glimpses of
God’? Nature, love, worship, music …? Specific
examples, please!
8. Read John 1:39. ‘Come and see!’ The annual ‘Back
to Church Sunday’ builds on this. How do you feel
about using this opportunity? Draw up a list of folk
you might consider inviting. Do you think your
church is ready for this? Might other services be
better as occasions for invitation? Eg Mothering
Sunday, Harvest Festival, Carol Service …
9. Tracks [30-32] on the course CD discuss
leadership. What is (or should be) our part in
supporting and encouraging leaders?

QUOTATIONS from the course CD

The Rt Hon Professor
SHIRLEY WILLIAMS
In the modern world we are
much less denominational and
bigoted than we used to be. It
is important that the Pope and
the Archbishop and the Chief
Rabbi can be at a religious
ceremony together. I think it’s
a recognition that the paths to
God are many.

BISHOP STEPHEN
COTTRELL 
We need to be very, very
careful about taking to
ourselves that which belongs
to God i.e. the judgement of
others.

The Rev Prof DR DAVID
WILKINSON 
All salvation is through Jesus -
he is the way, the truth and
the life. But I want to be very
cautious about saying who’s in
and who’s out. Salvation is
through the mercy and grace
of God.

The Rev LUCY WINKETT 
What’s being offered to us as
friends and followers of
Christ is no more and no less
than a life … Real life is now
with the people God has
given us to love; our time is
here to live - and ultimately
to give away. 

A FIVE WEEK COURSE FOR
LENT GROUPS 

Week 3: The Way, Truth and Life

www.yorkcourses.co.uk                    There is a BOOKLET and CD to accompany these notes  Tel:  01904 466516 





The Rev Christina Asinugo, 
Assistant Curate, Beacontree St Mary
(Chelmsford): to be Assistant Curate
(Associate Priest), Forest Gate St Saviour
with West Ham St Matthew (same dio-
cese).
The Rev Valerie Billings, 
NSM (Assistant Curate), Ockbrook
(Derby): to be NSM (Associate Priest).
The Rev Helen Blackburn, 
Chaplain, Willowbrook Hospice Prescot
(Blackburn): to be Rector, East Widnes
(Liverpool).
The Rev Caroline Brown, 
Assistant Curate, Hadleigh St James
(Chelmsford): to be Priest-in-Charge,
Great Waltham with Ford End; and Priest-
in-Charge, The Chignals with Mashbury
(same diocese).
The Rev Sebastian John Princely
Croos, 
NSM, Forest Gate St Mark (Chelmsford):
to be Priest-in-Charge, North Woolwich
with Silvertown (same diocese).
The Rev Christopher Davey, 
Vicar, Leavesden (St Albans): to be Priest-
in-Charge, Coggeshall with Markshall
(Chelmsford).
The Rev Selina Deacon, 
Vicar, Studley (Salisbury): to be also Rural
Dean, Bradford Deanery (same diocese).
The Rev Edward Dix, 
Assistant Curate, Shadwell St Paul with
Ratcliffe St James (London): is now Assis-
tant Curate (Minister-in-Charge), Isle of
Dogs Christ Church and St John with St
Luke (same diocese).
The Rev John Draycott, 
Team Vicar, Parr (Liverpool): to be Rector,
East Scarsdale (Derby).
The Rev Benjamin Goodyear, 
Priest-in-Charge, Brixton St Paul with St
Saviour (Southwark): to be Vicar.
The Rev Andrew Graham Fairbairn, 
Recently NSM, Surbiton Hill Christ
Church (Southwark): to be NSM (Associ-
ate Priest), High Ongar with Norton Man-
deville (Chelmsford).
The Rev James Findlay, 
Priest-in-Charge, Salisbury St Mark (Salis-
bury): is now Vicar, Salisbury St Mark and
Laverstock (same diocese).
The Rev Dr Colin Greene, 
Research Professor, New York Professor
Theological Seminary, and Programme
Leader, Sarum College; and NSM (House
for Duty Priest-in-Charge), Marnhull (Sal-
isbury): to be Rector (House for Duty).
Remaining in other posts.
The Rev Bryan Hackett, 
Priest-in-Charge, Prestwich St Mary; and
Assistant Curate, Prestwich St Mary; and
Assistant Curate, Prestwich St Margaret;
and Assistant Curate, Prestwich St Gabriel
(Manchester): to be Vicar, Baguley (same
diocese).
The Rev Lucinda Holt, 
Vicar, Eton with Eton Wick, Boveney and
Dorney (Oxford): to be Rector, Poole (Sal-
isbury).
The Rev Margaret Jeavons, 
Vicar, Sutton St Michael (York): is now also
Area Dean, East Hull Deanery (same dio-
cese).
The Rev Nicholas lo Polito, 
Chaplain, Birmingham University (Birm-
ingham): to be Priest-in-Charge, Highgate;
and Chaplain, St Alban’s Academy (same
diocese).
The Rev Matthew Luff, 
Assistant Curate, Broadwater (Chich-
ester): to be Priest-in-Charge, Worthing
Holy Trinity with Christ Church (same dio-
cese).
The Rev Dr Marlene Rosemarie Mal-
lett, 
Priest-in-Charge, Angell Town St John
(Southwark): to be Vicar.
The Rev Susan McCormack, 
Priest-in-Charge, Fawdon (Newcastle): to

be Rector, Willington (same diocese).
The Rev Helen Mitchell, 
NSM, (Assistant Curate) Sudbury and
Chilton (St Edmundsbury and Ipswich): to
be NSM (Assistant Priest).
The Rev Christopher Oladuji: 
to be NSM (Associate Priest), Plaistow and
North Canning Town (Chelmsford).
The Rev Mark Perry, 
Assistant Curate, Iwerne Valley; and Assis-
tant Chaplain, Shaftesbury School; and
Priest Associate, Our Lady of Walsingham;
and Chaplain to the Forces, Army (Salis-
bury): to be Chaplain, Port Regis School
Shaftesbury (same diocese).
The Rev James Reveley, 
Vicar, Boxmoor St John (St Albans): to be
Vicar, Bedford St Andrews (same diocese).
The Rev David Richards, 
Vicar, Stratford St John with Christ Church
and St James (Chelmsford): to be also
Assistant Curate (Associate Priest), Forest
Gate St Saviour with West Ham St Matthew
(same diocese).
The Rev Andrew Smith, 
Assistant Curate, Lymington (Winches-
ter): to be Priest-in-Charge, Bitterne Park
(same diocese).
The Rev Nigel Stone, 
Parish Support Priest, Kingston Episcopal
Area; and Hon Chaplain, Southwark Cathe-
dral (Southwark): to be Vicar, Mitcham St
Mark (same diocese).
The Rev Canon Simon Tyndall, 
Rector, Chippenham St Paul with Harden-
huish and Langley Burrell; and Vicar,
Kingston St Michael; and Area Dean, Chip-
penham Deanery (Bristol) to be Chaplain,
Tervuren (Belgium, Europe).
The Rev Andrew Smith, 
Assistant Curate, Lymington (Winches-
ter): Vicar, Bitterne Park (same diocese).
The Rev Nigel Stimpson, 
Rector, Ribbleton (Blackburn): to be Chap-
lain, Lisbon with Estoril (Portugal,
Europe).
The Rev Keith White, 
Retired (Rochester): to be Priest-in-
Charge, Crockenhill (same diocese).
The Rev Mark Wood, 
Priest-in-Charge, Wilton with Netherhamp-
ton and Fugglestone (Salisbury): to be
Rector.

The Rev Gabriel Amat-Torregrosa, 
Priest-in-Charge, Marseille with Aix-en-
Provence (France, Europe) to retire with
effect from 30th April 2013.

The Rev Ann Bird, 
NSM, West Bromwich All Saints (Lich-
field): to retire with effect from 31 January
2014.
The Rev Philip Carrington, 
Vicar, Guernsey St Stephen, and Head of
Chaplaincy Services, States of Guernsey
Board of Health (Winchester): to retire
with effect from 12 May 2013.
The Rev Keith Duckett, 
Chaplain, Sadwell and West Birmingham
Hospitals NHS Trust; and Chaplain, King’s
School Wolverhampton (Lichfield): has
resgned as Chaplain, Sandwell and West
Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust with
effect from 13 February 2013. Remaining
in other Chaplaincy post.
The Rev Robert Farrell, 
Rector, Ardleigh and The Bromleys
(Chelmsford): to retire with effect from 30
April 2013.
The Rev Malcolm Freeman, 
Rector, Tidworth, Ludgershall and Faber-
stown (Salisbury): to retire with effect
from 19 February 2013.
The Rev Phyllis Jones, 
NSM (Associate Priest), Talbot Village
(Salisbury): has retired with effect from 31
December 2012.
The Rev Darryl Jordan, 
Assistant Curate (Associate Minister),
Christchurch (Winchester): to resign with
effect from 23 March 2013.
The Rev Peter Lees, 
NSM (Associate Minister), Walsall St Paul
(Lichfield): has retired with effect from 21
November 2011.
The Rev Gillian Mann, 
Priest-in-Charge, The Sampfords and Rad-
winter with Hempstead (Chelmsford): to
retire with effect from 31 March 2013.
The Rev Paul McLaren-Cook, 
Rector, Stanway (Chelmsford): to retire
with effect from 31 March 2013.
The Rev Peter Moss, 
NSM (Priest-in-Charge), Devizes St Peter
(Salisbury): to retire with effect from 30
April 2013.
The Rev Sarah Muffett, 
NSM (Associate Priest), Okeford (Salis-
bury): to retire with effect from 31 March
2013.
The Rev Margaret Rittman, 
NSM (Assistant Curate), Knight’s Enham
and Smannell with Enham Alamein (Win-
chester): to resign with effect from 30 April
2013.
The Rev Steven Saxby, 
Priest-in-Charge, Walthamstow St Barn-
abas with St James the Great; and Priest-in-
Charge, Walthamstow St Saviour
(Chelmsford): to resign with effect from 31

August. Remaining Priest-in-Charge,
Walthamstow St Barnabas with St James
the Great.
The Rev Katharine Sladen, 
NSM (Assistant Curate), Westminster Pim-
lico St James the Less (London): has
resigned with effect from 10 February
2013.
The Rev John Taylor, 
NSM (Assistant Curate), Portway and
Danebury (Winchester): to resign with
effect from 17 March 2013.
The Rev Raymond Taylor, 
Vicar, Thaxted (Chelmsford): to retire with
effect from 31 March 2013.
The Rev Mary West (Windiate), 
Rector, Greenstead with Colchester St
Anne (Chelmsford): to retire with effect
from 31 March 2013.
The Rev Kathleen Wilson, 
NSM (House for Duty Priest-in-Charge),
Colbury; and Chaplain, Oakhaven Hospice
Trust (Winchester): to resign with effect
from 31 March 2013. Remaining Chaplain.
The Rev Richard Woods, 
Rector, East Dean, Singleton and West
Dean (Chichester): to retire with effect
from 21 February 2013.
The Rev John Wright, 
Vicar, Whitehawk (Chichester): to retire
with effect from 28 February 2013.

The Rev Richard Green, 
Team Vicar, Ludlow; and Chaplain, Shrop-
shire County Primary Care Trust (Here-
ford): to be Vicar, Aberdare St Fagan
(Llandaff, The Church in Wales).
Mr John Paulson, 
Reader, Matlock Bank (Derby): to be Lay
Chair, Wirksworth Deanery (same dio-
cese).
Mrs Alison Primrose: 
to be Chair, Diocesan Board of Education
(Lichfield).
The Rev Bernhard Schunemann, 
Vicar, South Dulwich St Stephen; and Voca-
tions Adviser (Southwark): is now also Hon
Canon, Tamale (Tamale, The Church of
the Province of West Africa).

Last we reported that the Rev Leonard
Young was to become Vicar of Southport
St Luke (Liverpool). However, he will not
be taking up the post.

The Rev James Culross 
died on 1 February 2013. His Funeral and
Requiem Eucharist will be held at St
Christopher’s Home at 2.45pm on Wednes-
day 20 February.
The Ven Mark Dalby 
died on 11 February. Mark was a retired
priest who lived at the Beauchamp Com-
munity in Newland, near Malvern in
Worcestershire (http://www.stleonard-
snewland.org/). He came to Malvern to
serve as the Chaplain of the Beauchamp
Community and was previously Archdea-
con of Rochdale. 

Day 55 Enjoy hearing the Scriptures read
aloud in church
Day 56 Numbers 18-20, Psalm 46, Luke 4
Day 57Numbers 21-23, Psalm 47, Luke 5
Day 58 Numbers 24-26, Psalm 48, Luke 6
Day 59 Numbers 27-29, Psalm 49, Luke 7
Day 60 Numbers 30-32, Psalm 50, Luke 8
Day 61Numbers 33-35, Psalm 51, Luke 9
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Sunday 24 February. Lent 2. Psalm 32:1-7, Job 35:1-8. Maryland - (III, The Episco-
pal Church): The Rt Rev Eugene Sutton; Assistant Bishop of Maryland: The Rt Rev Dr
Joe Burnett

Monday 25 February. Psalm 112, Jms. 2:14-26. Masasi - (Tanzania): The Rt Rev
Patrick Mwachiko

Tuesday 26 February. Psalm 12:1-6, Jms. 3:1-12. Maseno North - (Kenya): The Rt
Rev Simon Oketch; Maseno South: The Rt Rev Francis Abiero; Maseno West: The Rt
Rev Joseph Wasonga

Wednesday 27 February. Psalm 19:7-end, Jms. 3:13-18. Masindi-Kitara - (Uganda):
The Rt Rev Stanley Ntagali

Thursday 28 February. Psalm 143:1-6, Job 35:9-16. Massachusetts - (I, The Episco-
pal Church): The Rt Rev Thomas Shaw; Bishop Suffragan of Massachusetts: The Rt
Rev Gayle Harris

Friday 01 March. St David of Wales. Psalm 143:7-11, Job 36:1-12. Masvingo - (Cen-
tral Africa): The Rt Rev Godfrey Tawonezwi

Saturday 02 March. Psalm 123, Job 36:13-21. Matabeleland - (Central Africa): The
Rt Rev Cleophas Lunga

ANGLICAN CYCLE OF PRAYER
APPOINTMENTS

RETIREMENTS & 
RESIGNATIONS

LAY & OTHER 
APPOINTMENTS

CORRECTION



Reaching the lost generation 
Those currently aged 18-24 will one day be leaders in

our churches, so it is hugely important to invest in
them. Whenever I spend time with young people I

see the huge challenges they are facing – alcohol, relation-
ships, financial struggles, loneliness and more. This is a
group of people in the ‘prime of life’ who believe they have
a lifetime to achieve what they want and often tragically
don’t see the need for God in that. 

Take the pressure of finding a career. There is a per-
ceived feeling among so many young people that your
career choice defines who you are, and directs the trajecto-
ry of your life. Many people in this stage of life will be step-
ping out independently for the first time, trying to focus on
God’s call when society often encourages them to look the
other way, to find their worth in success, achievements
and financial standing.

Sadly, the Church has a very negative image among this
generation and desperately needs to change its reputation,
to be known as good news to the community and a light
shining in the darkness. 

‘Attractive’ Christianity 
One of the biggest challenges facing the Church is its
attempt to look as attractive as all the other voices fighting
for young people’s attention. The Church needs to give
people of this age group the opportunity to try and do
things. We need to see people as the ‘now’ generation, not
the ‘next’ generation.

A huge part of this is discipling children effectively from
a young age. Rather than simply telling stories of Jesus, we
need to ensure our children engage with the spiritual gifts
so they experience God’s love and power. My prayer is that
when they grow older they won’t see church as boring or
irrelevant, but as vital and life-giving.

I believe the best way to reach out to the 18-24 genera-
tion is to meet them where they are at, to find the things
they are interested in and press into them. One thing many
have noticed about this generation is how keen they are to
be involved in charitable work. People in this age bracket
have charitable hearts and want to help the poor and mar-
ginalised, so the Church can enable them to do this and
give them responsibility early on in order to use these lead-
ership gifts and develop skills. We need to not be afraid to
let them try, and in some cases let them fail. 

Discipleship Year
It is crucial that we reach out to those aged 18-24. Young
people need to learn the Bible in a relevant way that
doesn’t take three years or a degree, while Christians in
the workplace need to be able to communicate the gospel
to colleagues. It is important to give people the chance to
take a year out to learn the Bible and experience church
work to see if it’s for them, and also to see how they can
help a church run while working.

New Wine’s Discipleship Year gives young people the
opportunity to take this time out to explore the calling on

their lives at what is otherwise a very pressured time –
starting further education or starting out in a new career.
The practical application focus of the teaching and the
opportunity to experience the nitty gritty and weight of
responsibility of church leadership, is key in ensuring that
leaders who are practically as well as academically
equipped to lead effectively are being ‘produced’. We are
focussing on making disciples of people as this is some-
thing we believe is a Biblical command, (Matt 28:19).

In my opinion the Discipleship Year is essential for
young Christians to cement the foundations of a journey
with Jesus for their life. They will learn about Christ, the
Word, prayer and what they can bring to the Church in the
21st century. Above all, they will have time to learn about
church leadership, discern their calling and seek God’s
will for their lives. 

As one of our students said: “For me this year was about
giving God the attention, time and space to mould my char-
acter as he wanted so he could achieve what he wants
through my life. The work God has been doing in and
through me is not what I had anticipated, but it has been
amazing. The Discipleship Year has created an environ-
ment that can accommodate this intensive transformation
of my character, but also given me a practical focus to keep
me grounded and provide the opportunity to walk these
changes out, so that the blessing isn’t wasted.”

Bev Pursglove loves working with young people, and
helps lead New Wine’s Discipleship Year in Manchester. 
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What can the Christian Enquiry
Agency do that others can’t?

Peter: What I long for is that people who
would never set foot inside a church will
discover Jesus Christ, who means so much
to me, in their own homes.

How?
God has given us a phenomenal tool – the
internet. Like the air we breathe it gets
everywhere, even behind closed doors. So
people can find out about Christianity
safely behind their computer screen. Our
website www.christianity.org.uk is like an
encyclopaedia of everything you might
want to know about the Christian faith.
There is information about what Jesus did
and said, and a Christian viewpoint on
topics such as worry, money and falling in
love.

Can’t people read that in a book?
We do something a book can’t. If people
click ‘Find Out More’ they are immediately
in touch with a real person and we respond
in an individual way. We can send them a
Gospel of Luke. We can pray for them,
because 200 men and women have
committed to praying once a week for
whatever they ask. We can find them a
local church, answer a question about
faith, or start an email conversation that
continues for as long as they choose.

What kinds of questions do people
ask?
Recently I’ve been asked, ‘What makes
you think there is life after death?’, ‘Isn’t
religion the cause of all the world’s
violence?’ and ‘Can I have my children

christened if I haven’t been christened
myself?’ These questions bother people.
It’s brilliant that there is somewhere they
can ask them confidentially.

How do people find out about the
website?
Because thousands of churches add the
address www.christianity.org.uk to
everything they produce that gets viewed
by the public. You see it on the bottom of
posters, newsletters, or as a link on
websites. One person got in touch with us

because a church had printed it on
serviettes wrapped round hot cross buns
they were giving away. Individuals can
help too – just add it to the automatic
signature at the bottom of emails that you
send. It’s the easiest evangelism you will
ever do.

Do you charge churches for using the
website address in their outreach?
Don’t be daft!

And are people really coming to faith?
“Lewis” reached the website because he

typed, “God I’m depressed,” into Google. It
led him to the page about depression on
our website. We started an email
conversation and it transpired that he had
been trapped in his home by agoraphobia
after a bullying incident at school 10 years
before. 

We chatted for weeks about what God

could do for someone after an experience
like that – about forgiving and being
forgiven. Then he asked if I could find him
a local church. It was a pleasure to give
him the email address of somewhere
nearby. I heard nothing for some time.
Now to my utter surprise I‘ve had a
message saying that he has invited the
Pastor for a cup of tea. Just imagine the
courage that has taken! Please pray about
that meeting and whatever happens next.

Have you got plans for 2013?
The next project is a campaign at Easter
encouraging people to visit the website or
request a free, colourful Gospel of Luke.
We are putting 50,000 freepost postcards
in cinema foyers. The front shows a life-
affirming image, and on the back it says:
‘It’s time you found out what Jesus said
about life in his own words.’ All people
need to do is fill in their details and drop it
in a letterbox. Please pray that many will
do so. 

Actually, you can help us greatly. Please
could you send for a handful of postcards
and leave them anywhere that people who
have never read the story of Jesus will see
them. We suggest clubs or parent and
toddler groups that meet on church
premises, outreach events or weddings.
The cards are free. If you can send us a
donation of £5 we can print even more. But
we don’t want that to put you off, so just
contact us in one of the ways below and do
what you can. They’re yours!

Is there anything else people can do?
Keep writing www.christianity.org.uk on
everything. If you would be prepared to
receive a weekly message and pray for
people who have asked us to, send an
email to enquiries@christianity.org.uk with
‘Prayer partner’ in the subject line. 

For more information about how we can
help your evangelism, telephone 020 3490
3315 or write to CEA, FREEPOST
WC2947, South Croydon, CR2 8LD.

Two years ago the Christian Enquiry Agency (CEA) website was re-

launched. Now www.christianity.org.uk has 1,000 visitors each week. 

We asked Church Army’s Peter Graystone how it’s going

Evangelism that really works



Church turn-
around sparked
by youth mission
How did a church threatened with

closure, in a downtrodden part of
Cambridge, grow from a

congregation of six to 60 in less than a
month? The dramatic turn-around was
sparked by a regional youth mission
backed by HOPE Revolution and followed
by dedicated evangelism and community
work.

In September 2011 Jason de-Vaux, a
Free Church pastor employed by the
Methodist Church to specialise in
outreach and community, was sent to lead
Chesterton Methodist Church. Two
weeks later, as part of the Beyond Belief
youth mission, he was joined by a handful
of young people from St Barnabas
Church, a vibrant, Anglican congregation
near Cambridge city centre and some
young people from Chesterfield.

The youth team spent a week serving
the Chesterton church, turning the front
of the building into an attention-grabbing
Tardis for a Dr Who-themed holiday club.
They made connections in the community
through conversations and a drop-in
youth café. The holiday club led to
families and older siblings coming along,
and by the end of the mission week the
congregation had grown from six to 60. 

Jason said: “The connections made that
week kick-started the revival of the
church. It came at a time when we had
already begun investing more in the
community. The enthusiasm of the team
was catching and loads of kids - over 35 in
total - came to the holiday club. Since then
we have built on relationships and
gradually things have been growing even
more.”

The Sunday congregation is now
regularly 120-strong.

Jason added: “We are ecstatic to see this
result. We have seen Boys and Girls
Brigade restart and grow, and now we are
connecting with over 70 11-14-year-olds
and 20 14-18-year-olds, all from previously
un-churched backgrounds. It is a
community church and we are outward
looking. In this urban setting, on this

massive housing estate, this style of
mission has worked incredibly well. It is
possible to re-seed a church by bringing
the youth and children back.”

A number of youth-led missions have
happened since Beyond Belief. The
church has held a jungle holiday club and
then a team took a double-decker bus with
an Olympic theme on a week-long tour
round churches and schools in the city
offering free barbecues. 

Jax Keal, a former youthworker at St
Barnabas Church and the leader of the
Beyond Belief team, said: “It was a crazy
week. The number of people from the
community who came along just went up
and up. The youth in that area don’t have
much to do but hang out, but by the end
of the week the mischievous young people
who were on the roof at the start of the
week were chatting with us in the
evening. The team faced some tough
stuff, including seeing someone rushed to
hospital, but they also saw God come
through and the positive responses really
built their faith.” 

Dave Monk of Youth for Christ said:
“The renewal of Chesterton Methodist is
just one example of outreach and mission
led by young people that has had impact.
Investing more in mission can renew
church and community life.”

HOPE’s Executive Director Roy
Crowne said: “This vibrant congregation
is a success story that demonstrates the
positive impact that is possible when
churches support one another and young
people lead the way in mission, showing
God’s love for their community in words
and action.”

HOPE is a catalyst for mission, working
towards 2014 and the whole Church,
reaching the whole nation for the whole
year, together in word and action. HOPE
Revolution Mission Academies are
supporting young people as they develop
radical mission lifestyles. 

www.hopetogether.org.uk
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Heat the oven to 200C/fan 180C/gas 6. To make the sauce, put the shallots in
a pan with the wine and bay leaf, and boil until wine is reduced to a syrup and
the shallots are cooked.

Plunge the tomatoes into boiling water for 20 seconds, run under cold
water, then peel. Cut into quarters, seed and dice.

Trim the asparagus and boil in salted water until tender. Drain and refresh
in ice water.

Wash the Jersey Royals, cover in a pan of cold water with some mint leaves.
Cook until tender, 10-15 minutes, then drain and keep warm in a large bowl.

Heat a little oil in an ovenproof heavy-based frying pan. Season the seabass,
put skin-side down in the pan, cook for 2-3 minutes then put in the oven for 3-
4 minutes. The flesh should be firm and springy to the touch. Add a knob of
butter and a squeeze of lemon juice, then carefully turn the fillets over and
keep warm.

Warm the wine and shallots in a small saucepan with the olive oil, add the
tomato, herbs and season.

Use a fork to crush the potatoes lightly with a little butter. Sprinkle the
chives over and season. Pile the potato onto four plates (you can use a ring if
you want a neat, cheffy finish). Put the seabass on top, spoon the sauce vierge
around the potatoes and serve with asparagus.

8 asparagus spears
Jersey Royal potatoes
a handful of mint leaves
4 sea bass fillets (skin on)
butter
Maldon sea salt
a squeeze of lemon juice
a handful of chive , chopped
10 small shallots , sliced
500ml cabernet sauvignon

1 bay leaf
4 plum tomatoes
a small handful of chervil leaves,
chopped
a small handful of dill leaves
a small handful of tarragon leaves,
chopped
175ml olive oil

Serves 4

CCooookk  tthhiiss!!
Gril led sea bass,  c rushed 
jersey royals  and sauce vierge

Ingredients

Method

A stylish, sophisticated
and mouthwatering sea
bass recipe sure to
impress any guest



Sunday Readings for 3 March 2013
Lent 3 - Year C

Isaiah 55:1-9  1 Corinthians 10:1-13   Luke 13:1-9
Our physical nature as creatures in this world means that we must constantly attend to
the need of our bodies for food and for water. Our appetites tell us when we are hungry
or thirsty, so that we constantly sustain ourselves, receiving the gifts that God has pro-
vided for us. But we are not content with manna sufficient for each day, and we want
more and more, until our appetite becomes an addiction, to which we are all too easily
inclined to add more addictions, until our life is spent in pursuit of things of which we
have no need, and in which we never find satisfaction. But we are also spiritual crea-
tures, who share something of the likeness of God, despite the Fall, and our deepest
yearning and hunger is for God himself, in whom alone can we find the true peace
which comes from discovering that for which we have been searching all our lives. The
Lord is calling to us to open our eyes, our hearts and our minds, and to find eternal ful-
filment in knowing and loving him, who provides our daily bread. We must lift up our
eyes to the Lord who is waiting to forgive us and bless us with the knowledge of his
love, in the light of which we at last see and understand that it is the Lord for whom are
hearts are longing.

It is also all too easy for us to lose sight of the spiritual nature of our journey after we
have embarked upon it, for our human nature is capable of self-deception and self-ruin
on a remarkable scale. One might have expected those with recent memories of the
Exodus from Egypt to be mindful of the astonishing debt that they owed to God, and of
the powerful acts by which he had saved them from their enemies. But many were
quick to display their impatience with Moses and with the Lord himself, defying his
commandments, resorting to idolatry and immorality, and rising up to complain bitterly
about their perceived ill-treatment. Were they not better off as slaves in Egypt? These
were people chosen by God, baptised by their miraculous passage through the waters
of the Red Sea, and fed with manna from heaven. Christians should take note and
understand that we too are capable of falling away from God, through wilfulness and
pride, and by allowing ourselves to be distracted by the pleasures and idols and ideolo-
gies of our own world. God puts our pride to the test, just as he tested Israel in the
wilderness, but he also provides many gifts of grace to those who put their faith in God,
relying upon him alone for salvation.

We should make no mistake: we might deceive ourselves, but God is not deceived.
However ingeniously we try to construct our arguments, or our latter day towers of
Babel, attempting to impose our own order upon the universe, and to reimagine it and
even the Lord in our own likeness and image, once we depart from the word of God dis-
order and chaos begin to manifest themselves. God does not look upon us benignly and
tolerantly when we disobey his law, and espouse the spirit of the age. When we choose
evil, we may expect to suffer the consequences of our folly, for its fruit is bitter and
leads to our destruction, and God will judge us accordingly. God’s desire is that we
should bear good fruit, and to that end he has made covenant after covenant with us,
bestowing his word and his law upon us, and finally sending his Son to pay the ransom
for our sins. Jesus speaks plainly to his listeners about the choice they must make: they
can continue to live in disobedience, thus separating themselves from God’s grace, or
they can repent and be reconciled to God, entrusting themselves to faith in him alone.
The Rev Stephen Trott

Hymns for Lent 3
God is our strength from days of old
Spirit of God, come dwell within me

Through all the changing scenes of life
Rock of ages

There’s a wideness in God’s mercy
How deep the Father’s love for us
Seek ye first the kingdom of God

Lord, we come to ask your healing
O Lord of our salvation

Lord of all life and power

His disciples remembered that it was writ-
ten: ‘Zeal for your house will consume me,’
(John 2:17). 

‘He’s in his angry phase,’ my friend said
knowingly as the toddler’s contorted little
face got redder and his screams louder.
The implication was, I think, that he would
grow out of it. Did this mean we are not
supposed to get angry when we grow up? A
lot of Christians seem to think so as there
is not much anger expressed among us, or
if there is it is frowned on and makes oth-
ers feel extremely uncomfortable. 

We do not do anger very well in our
churches. But then the world is not very
good with anger either. There is plenty of
it, but often it gets directed at the wrong
people or it is simply destructive and
achieves nothing. All the armed conflicts in
the world are fuelled by anger but the same
is true of neighbourhood feuds, family
strife and broken relationships. In most

cases, anger causes more pain and resent-
ment than change for the better.

In John 2:13-22 there is a scene where
Jesus got very angry indeed. He went into
the temple courts and witnessed the sell-
ing of sacrificial animals and money chang-
ing hands and he was incensed. Try to
picture the scene. Jesus made a whip out of
cords and literally lashed out at all who
were involved in these unholy transactions.
Tables overturned, doves flew every-
where, cattle, sheep and people were scat-
tered. 

For anyone uncomfortable with red hot
anger, this was an excruciating scene. I

can’t imagine Jesus uttered his condemna-
tory words quietly either. He was deeply
angry because his father’s house was
being violated. We can make theological
sense of this without really thinking about
Jesus’ blazing anger. 

John tells us it was the time of the
Passover and we already know that Jesus
was the Lamb of God (John 1:29). Jesus’
zeal for his father’s house would ultimately
lead to his death, and he went on to speak
of his resurrection in his exchange with
the Jews. 

The vivid scene in the temple remains a
challenge when we encounter anger in

another person or within ourselves.
Christians desperately need to learn

what to do with anger. Like all emotions, it
is neutral in itself. It is what we do with
anger that matters. Immediately after
instructing the Ephesians to speak the
truth to their neighbours, Paul urged them
to ‘be angry but do not sin, do not let the
sun go down on your anger,’ (Eph 4:25,26).
He does not say ‘Do not be angry’ but ‘be
angry but do not sin’. 

There are times when it is right to be
angry. How can we not be angry at injus-
tice or the fact that every day children die
for want of a few pence to purchase basic
medicines? If pretending not to be angry
with someone when we are seething inside
is not the way to deal with our feelings,
indifference to things that God hates is
also inadequate. 
The Rev Dr Liz Hoare (nee Culling) is tutor

in prayer, spirituality and mission at
Wyclif fe Hall
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Bob Mayo

There was a time when running a
marathon was considered a sufficient feat
for people to be willing to contribute to
whatever charity was the beneficiary. Since
then a proliferation of marathons and
donor fatigue among friends has led to peo-
ple being less impressed by the idea of
someone running 26 miles. I ran a
marathon in Luton where we had to run
twice round the same route to make up the
26 miles and no one had thought to close
the roads to the traffic and so we ended up
running down the hard shoulder of a busy
main road. Even the London marathon has
become a leisure activity rather than a test
of endurance.

There is a need for us marathon runners
to up our game and I have
done just this and met
with a resurgence of inter-
est from people when I tell
them that I am going to
run in the Gaza marathon
on 10 April. It has been a
strange experience run-
ning in the snow to pre-
pare for a marathon in the
desert but one worth
doing to highlight the
ongoing “humanitarian
crisis” in Gaza. 

Places always have sto-
ries attached to them
according to what has
happened there. With
churches or schools this
is evidently so. With com-
munities the stories are multiple and less
obvious. In Gaza the story of what is hap-
pening is evident. The lives of the children
in Gaza are overwhelmingly characterized
by ‘conflict, poverty and despair’.

The United Nations-organized marathon
is a statement of intent. It is a message that
Gaza can be like any capital city in the
world and organize its own international
event. It will create a new narrative for the
area, not shaped by the fact of Israeli occu-
pation. One thousand children will run the
route of the marathon in 1 km sections and
create an occasion for friendship, fun and
solidarity, all things that we can take for
granted but they will know only too rarely.

The marathon will raise awareness of the
dire situation in Gaza but it will also create
a context for meaningful conversation and
conflict resolution. Herein lies the work of
Amos Trust, whose mission statement is to
‘nurture local responses to situations of

injustice’. The Amos Trust is the marriage
mediation course of the Middle East.
Instead of getting couples to talk to each
other, they create a dialogue between
Palestinians and Jews and take the pres-
sure out of a volatile situation before it
becomes unbearably so. 

In a stroke of genius Amos Trust intro-
duced a Street Child World Cup to run in
parallel with the real thing. A tournament
took place for the first time in South Africa
(2010) and is now preparing for Brazil
(2014). The raison d’être of Amos Trust is
that it is not so much money that people
need to rectify their situations as cohesion
and mutual respect with those different to
themselves. “Love your neighbour as your-
self,” (Mark 12:31) takes on a different tim-
bre when it is solving social and political

problems in its wake.
The Amos Trust has

recognized what Vaclav
Havel called the ‘power of
the powerless’. In his
famous essay, written in
Czechoslovakia at the
height of Communism,
Havel argued that young
people should be called
‘students’ rather than ‘dis-
sidents’. Calling young
people ‘dissidents’ made
communism the norm and
young people the out-
siders; calling young peo-
ple ‘students’ made them
the arbiters of their own
destiny. In the Middle East
the parallel is between the

Palestinians and the Israelis. The Israelis
have the political power but that does not
make the Palestinians ‘insurgents’. They
are people with a story of their own, that
has not simply been dictated to them by
their powerful neighbour. It is this story of
which the marathon will become a part.

The raw human intelligence of Chris
Rose, the Director of Amos Trust, will take
the idea so far but the real power lies in its
simplicity – it is our story rather than the
story of what is done to us that has the real
power. We cannot choose what happens to
us but we can choose how we experience it.
This is as true for us in England as it is for
those living in Gaza.

The London Diocese think highly enough
of Amos Trust to make it the subject of

their Lent appeal. A few extra pennies
would not go amiss Log onto

http://www.justgiving.com/Bob-Mayo-Gaza-
marathon

Running the
marathon — in Gaza!

HYMN SELECTION
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Milestones

People

Next Week’s News

The Archbishop of York has appointed the Rev
Canon Sarah Bullock, Rector of St Edmund,
Whalley Range and St James’ with St Clement,
Moss Side, Manchester, as the new Archdeacon
of York, succeeding the Ven Richard Seed, who
retired in October 2012... Buckingham Palace has
announced that Her Majesty The Queen has
appointed the Bishop of Worcester to be the
next Lord High Almoner – an office that has been
held by the Bishop of Manchester (until his retire-
ment in January) since 1997, and dates from at
least the early 12th century, which involved
responsibility in overseeing the liturgical arrange-
ments for the Royal Maundy Service, which is
where The Queen distributes ‘Maundy Money’, a
small number of silver coins symbolically repre-
senting alms to the poor... The Queen has recog-
nised Sister Thomas MBE, Superior General of
the St Augustine Order, for her success in devel-
oping a pioneering state of the art retirement vil-
lage in Ditchling, East Sussex where residents
can enjoy a healthy and active lifestyle in a caring
and safe environment... Canon David Porter is
to join the new Archbishop of Canterbury’s staff
at Lambeth Palace as Director of Reconciliation,
seconded by Coventry Cathedral... 
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Richard Briers, the actor who shot to fame in
the TV comedy The Good Life, died aged 79…
Danny Stupple, a new independent candidate in
the Eastleigh by-election, pinpointed David
Cameron’s “deceit” as a key focus for his cam-
paign. His campaign is focusing on the introduc-
tion of the same-sex marriage bill, despite it not
featuring in the Conservative Party’s manifesto...
Valentine’s Day saw the launch of the One Billion
Rising campaign, which is asking one billion
women, and those who love them, to rise up
against the abuse of women… South African
Olympic athlete Oscar Pistorius was charged
with the murder of his girlfriend… Coronation
Street actor Michael Le Vell charged with sex
offences…

Church and World

In 1963 American newspaper pub-
lisher Phil Graham delivered a
speech to overseas correspondents
in which he suggested the task of
journalists was to ‘provide every
week a rough draft of history that
will never be completed about a
world we can never really under-
stand’.

Judging by the commentaries
published since his resignation,
Benedict XVI is not getting good
marks in the first draft of history. A
consensus is emerging that resig-
nation may be his most significant
modernising action. Many would
agree with Diarmaid MacCulloch’s
conclusion that he may have been a
good theologian but was a disap-
pointing and undistinguished pope.

Will this first draft of history
offered by one of our most distin-
guished contemporary church his-
torians be the accepted view of
Benedict XVI in 50 years’ time?
Maybe not. Benedict is unlikely to
be viewed as a great pope but he is
a much more interesting figure
than his critics allow.

Even his theological stance is
remarkable for a Roman Catholic.
Often written off as hopelessly con-
servative, few appreciated his origi-
nality. As one of the most incisive
commentators on his work, the
Australian theologian Tracy Row-
land, has pointed out, his love of the
Church fathers and Newman and
his interest in history, hermeneu-
tics and tradition give him an affini-
ty with Lutheran and Anglican
theologians and it is no surprise
that he got on so well with Rowan
Williams. For Benedict, Augustine
rather than Aquinas is the greatest
Catholic theologian.

During his period as Pope, the
media has focussed on a string of
PR disasters that are likely to look
less significant in the perspective of
history than some of the moves
Benedict made in response to them.

An unintended insult to Islam in
the notorious Regensburg address
led to a significant and important
debate between Catholic and Mus-
lim scholars. Outrage at Benedict’s
suggestion that condoms could
make the problem of HIV/AIDS
worse in Africa gave way to aston-
ishment at his statement that the
use of a condom to prevent infec-
tion by a male prostitute might be
‘the first step in the direction of
moralization, the first assumption
of responsibility’. One UN blogger
describes that as ‘a very big deal
for the health community, an open-
ing health workers needed to reach
Catholic communities with high
HIV rates’.

Benedict’s handling of the abuse
scandal before and after he became
pope has been widely condemned
but informed observers like John
Allen have suggested the real vil-
lain was John Paul II. John Paul’s
experience of communism had
taught him to disbelieve accusa-
tions against priests and at the end
he was too old and frail to discipline
the likes of Marcial Mecial. It fell to
Benedict to deal with the scan-
dalous Mexican priest and remove
him from office. His great mistake
as head of the CDF was not to
instruct bishops to inform the civil
authorities of cases known to them
but he was operating under the
authority of John Paul II.

Critics are probably right to say
that Benedict should have removed
Cardinal Sodano from positions of
power and influence. There is good
reason to suspect that the man who
remains Dean of the College of Car-
dinals gave Marcial protection. But
this illustrates the problem Bene-
dict has had in reforming the Vati-
can. When the ‘VatiLeaks’ scandal
broke, the media paid more atten-
tion to the butler and his actions
than it did to the contents of the
documents that showed infighting

and power plays among Vatican bureaucrats.
The man Benedict had appointed to run Vat-

ican City complained of the way his work was
being frustrated. His enemies engineered his
transfer to America as nuncio. But the pope
did issue a decree that has led to greater
transparency in Vatican finances and the vet-
ting of accounts by outside inspectors.

Against this background Benedict’s resig-
nation can be seen as the latest move in a long
battle he has waged to reform the Vatican
administration. Having seen how the long
decline of John Paul II weakened papal gover-
nance, he has struck a shrewd blow for
reform. Long-term his resignation is going to
lead to a view that sees the papacy not as a
special office above the rest of the Church but
as a ministry like any other that needs to be
exercised effectively for the good of the
Church. 

Benedict’s liturgical changes were probably
those closest to his heart. His love of tradition
made him high church, which is probably
why he was so ready to welcome disaffected
Anglicans. He once said the strongest argu-
ments for the truth of the Catholic Church
were the saints it has nurtured and the beauty
it has inspired. 

Enthusiasm for the pre-Vatican II extraordi-
nary rite is limited and unlikely to grow but
Benedict was probably right to see the need to
recover dignity and beauty in Catholic wor-
ship. 

It is just a pity that the new translation of the
mass produced on his watch is so poor.

Even distinguished historians writing as
journalists can only offer the first draft of his-
tory. It is too soon to assess Benedict’s papacy.
My guess is that he will be seen as a fascinat-
ing and complex figure of undeniable impor-
tance in the history of the church but about
whose achievement as theologian and pope
there will continue to be debate. 

Westminster Abbey will be hosting a ‘Doing God’
Sixth Form conference on 27 February, where
students will hear priest Lucy Winkett and
Andrew Copson of the National Humanist Society,
and attend workshops on the theme in politics,
ethics, art, music, finance, the Abbey, the Bible
and Not Doing God... Both the Eastleigh by-
election for Chris Huhne’s seat and the resigna-
tion of Pope Benedict XVI will fall on 28
February... 

“God is infinitely more
compassionate about gay
people than the church.”
Jeffrey John

PAUL 
RICHARDSON

Good marks... 
in the rough draft ‘
‘


